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A
This report was prepared by the Aero-Space Mechanics
Branch, Structures and Mechanics Engineering Department, Huntsville
Operations, Chrysler Corporation. The work reported was authorized
by NASA Contract NAS8-21290 issued by the Dynamics Analysis Branch,
Dynamics and Flight Mechanics Division, Aero-Astrodynamics
Laboratory, Marshall Space Flight Center. Mr. James G. Papadopoulos
was the program Contracting Officer's Representative. The theoretical
derivations and the numerical analyses were conducted by the authors.
These numerical analyses were programmed on Chrysler's G. E. 415
computer by Miss Nancy J. Tate. The purpose of the study reported
herein was to determine methods of computing the effects of the aero-
dynamic loading caused by variations in the local angle-of-attack on
5
the dynamic response of launch vehicles. The methods were then applied
to the Saturn V launch vehicle. Suggestions are made for including





} This report describes a study in which the effects of
flexible body aerodynamics on launch vehicles are determined.
The First Order Method For Flexible Bodies was developed to
determine the aerodynamic forces that act on vehicles. A
method of determining the structural flexing response to these
forces is included. An analysis of vehicle dynamic response in
the low frequency range is developed. Sample calculations of
the Saturn V vehicle are given. Recommendations for further
J	 refining these theoretical methods are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Numerous studies have been made of various aspects of the static
and dynamic characteristics of launch vehicle control systems and
structures. The objective of these studies has been to determine whether
vehicle control systems would properly control the vehicles or whether
vehicle structures would fail. In many of these studies the incremental
aerodynamic forces generated by vehicle flexing were not considered,
since some other aspect of vehicle dynamics was being scrutinized. When
the incremental aerodynamic forces were considered, the general practice
of describing these forces was to use the rigid body local normal force
derivatives with respect to the rigid body angle-of-attack multiplied by
the local angle-of-attack caused by flexing. This approach implicitly
assumes that the local normal force acting at a given body station on a
flexed body is the same as the local normal force that would act at this
station if that portion of the vehicle forward of the station were rigid, and
were at the same angle-of-attack as the vehicle at the station being con-
sidered.
In this study a method of computing the local aerodynamics forces
acting on a launch vehicle is derived that includes the effects of a flexed
forebody. The need for this study was recognized by James G. Papadop4oulos,
and this study is an outgrowth of his work in references 1 and 2. It also
utilizes an earlier study by Werner K. Dahm, described in reference 3, in
which he included the effects of gross body flexing in the Slender Body
Method. The technique derived here is a development of the First Order
Method of supersonic aerodynamics described by Antonio Ferri in
reference 4 and Milton D. Van Dyke in reference 5. The significance of
the First Order Method for Flexible Bodies, which includes the effects
of £orebody displacement, can be seen in the fifth figure of section II. In
this case calculations were made by the method developed in this study for
a 10-degree half-angle cone whose forebody is at 0. 1 radian angle-of-
attack and the aft portion (due to flexing) is at zero angle-of-attack. The
forebody induces a large negative normal force on the afterbody, which
is greater in magnitude than the positive normal force acting on the fore-
body. If the rigid normal force coefficient derivatives were used to predict
the aerodynamic loading on this bent cone, the normal force on the forebody
1
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would be zero. This approach not only would result in errors in accuracy
but also would fail to describe the aerodynamic phenomena that are acting
on the body. Therefore, the First Order Method for Flexible Bodies that
was developed in this study provides valuable insight into the mechanism'
c.£ launch vehicle behavior, besides improving the accuracy of numerous
control and structural calculations.
This study also includes an analysis of structural bending response
of vehicles to aerodynamic forces. The deflections are shown to be
determined by three terms. The first is the rigid body aerodynamic
loading. The second i s the incremental aerodynamics loading caused by
vehicle flexing which is due to aerodynamic loading. The third term is
the aerodynamic loading caused by the vehicle flexing which is due to the
D'Alembert, or inertia, forces. An iterative procedure between the aero-
dynamic analysis is required to determine these two incremental
aerodynamic loads due to flexing. This procedure results in equations
representing the aeroelastic vehicle deflections, slopes, and bending
moments that are linear in terms of the angle-of-attack of the rigid center
line of a vehicle and the normal acceleration of the vehicle. This simple
representation reduces the. analysis of the integrated dynamics of a vehicle
to manageable proportions.
The integrated dynamics of a vehicle is the third analysis performed
under this study. This analysis is highly simplified and is included to
illustrate how the results of the previous two analyses can be utilized in
a more general dynamic analysis of a vehicle. It also indicates the signifi-
cance of the incremental aerodynamic loading on vehicle dynamics in a
limited frequency range. The analysis consists of four equations that
describe body yawing, normal body translations, engine gimbal, and
bending. Frequency response functions are derived that are applicable
below the control frequency of a vehicle.
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II. DETERMINATION OF THE AERODYNAMIC FORCES
ACTING ON A FLEXIBLE VEHICLE
A method of computing the aerodynamic forces that act on a
flexible axially symmetric body is developed in this section, The flexing
of the body results in a variation in angle-of-attack along the body. The
analysis is applicable when the cross flow along the body caused by winds
is uniform and the variation in angle-of-attack is due only to gross body
flexing. It is also restricted to supersonic cases where aerodynamic
terms can be assumed to be independent of time. The aerodynamic effects
of body fins are included by increasing the body diameter.
The analysis is based on the well-known First Order Method of
aerodynamics described by Ferri in reference 4 and Van Dyke in
reference 5. The exact tangency condition and the exact pressure relation
are used here. The usual First Order Method, which is applicable to
supersonic attached flow fields about bodies of revolution, is. based on a
cylindrical coordinate system. In deriving the First Order Method for Flex-
ible Bodies, the equation of the velocity potential is written in cartesian
coordinates. It is then transformed into the flexible body cylindrical
coordinate system. The First Order Method is then developed to satisfy
this equation and the flexible body boundary conditions. This yields the
disturbance velocity potential from which the velocity components are
obtained. The velocity components yield the pressures on the body surface.
These pressures are then used to compute the aerodynamic forces and
moments that act on the body.
Consider the cartesian coordinate system (x, y, and z) of Figure 2-1.
The free stream velocity, V., lies in the yy = 0 plane. The angle-of-attack
with respect to the x axis is the angle in the y = 0 plane between the free
stream velocity vector and the x axis. The velocity components (u, v, and w)












where ^ (x, y, z) is the disturbance velocity potential. The disturbance
potential must satisfy the equation of the velocity potential;
2 a2 9 2
 ^	 a 2^
- s + -a--z +_ 0xz
where
2S =	 M	 - 1	 (2-5)
dt, The velocity potential must also satisfy boundary conditions imposed by
a body that is placed in the coordinate system.
A cartesian or cylindrical coordinate system is a convenient choice
for a rigid body. However, in determining the aerodynamic characteristics
fi-
	
	 of a flexible body, it is more convenient to use the inherent coordinate system
of the flexible body as shown in figure 2-1. This coordinate system will
be defined in terms of the x, y`, z cartesian coordinate system, and the
equation of the velocity potential will be transformed into the flexible body
coordinate system.
Let the body flex in the y' = 0 plane and let the' nose of the body
remain at the origin of the x, y, z coordinate system. Further restrict
the deflections of the center line of the flexible body, A z (x) to be small
compared to the body radius. Consider a point, p. Pass a plane through
point p perpendicular to the flexible body center line. The distance along
the center line of the flexible body to this plane is the x coordinate. The
distance, in the constructed plane, from the x coordinate to point p, is
the r coordinate. Now consider a line defined by the intersection of the
constructed plane and they 0 plane. The angle between this line and the
r coordinate is the 6 coordinate.
The flexible body coordinates (x, r, 6 ) are given in terms of the




are restricted to cases where the slopes of the flexing body, (—z )r = 0,
and the body center line deflections, A W, are small.
(2-4)
d	 2 -bx=x+( d	 	 )`x)r=0z 










- 1	 h 	 0 z	 (2-9)
x	 dx
—D--r = 0	 (2-10)
a e	
- o	 (2-11)
a x 	 0	 (2-12)a y
a	
=	 sin 8	 (2-13)
a v
^'
a 6	 cos 6	 (2-14)
a	 ry








-- -	 -	 r	 (2-17)
In order to obtain the velocity potential equation, equation (2-4), in terms
of the bent body coordinates, the partial derivatives of the potential in
terms of the bent body coordinates will be derived. 	 From the chain rule:
M —@X 	 +	 a r 	 _ + a s	 a	 2-18




From equations (2-9),	 (2-10),	 and (2-11),	 this reduces to
2-
aE	 dx.2r_0	 a




_ a z d z	 _ a2^	 a	 d x2 r= 0 z+ 1+	 d z	 zY
a x
1	
aX2r a O --
axe	 a x	 dV r_ 0 ax
2
z




a 2 ^_	 8 2 ¢	 as Vr=0	 a^
y	 ^	 z (2-21)
,'.
a`2	 a x z	 ax	 ax
For the partial derivatives with respect to y, consider
a _	 8 x	 a +	 8 r	
a__^__ a	
-a 6	 a (2.22)
ay	 ay	 ax	 a y
	a	 r	 a	 y	 ae
X: Substituting equations (2-13) and (2 - 14)
a$	 sin 8	 a +	 cos 6	 a (2-23)
a—y	 ar	 r	 ae
Taking the second derivative of equation (2-23)'
a 2 =sin ge a 2k	 sin e cos a	 a 2L .	 sin
a	 a	 r	 r	 Drop	 r	 aY	 e
I
+ cos a sin a a? + cos M e	 + ca_ s z a (2-24)
r	 aea r	 r	 a r	 r	 ae




a 2 z 6	 a 2^+	 cos t e a	 +	 2 sin a cos 6sin a 2ay2` ark	 r^" ar
	 r arae
cos t e	 32	 2 cos esin e	 a (2-25)+--- ae--	 ---------^	
a e
For the partial derivatives with respect to the z coordinate
a	 _
-
a x	 a	 +a	 r.	 a	 +	 a e	 a (2..26) 
a`z ra z	 a	 x	 a	 z	 a	 a z	 a 6
' From equations (2-15), 	 (2-16), and (2-17)
a + cose	 a	 _	 sin a( z/ a 6 2-27_dY	 r=0	 a x	 a	 r	 r
Taking; the second derivative }yields:
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 r	 77w 0
_ sin e a	 ( d z 1	 a	 a	 sine	 a	 "^
.^^ k cos e
	 .---	 - (2-28)
r
`	 J
e	 d^c ^'^^	 a x	 a r r	 a 8 J
a2 dz 2	 a2^ +	 d2 	 z l
^dx
a	 +	 dz1) cos s	 a2 ^^2
a z
-	
/ r=0 ax 	 dxd R r ^0	 a x2	 d . 2 r_0 rr0 a xar
.. (d	 sine1	
_ + cos e az l
^d as a^	 + cos t 6 a
-	
,d x r_ 0	 r	 a 0 0 x/ 1 0	 r	 x r
sin:'ecos s	 a2	 +	 sine.cose	 a	 _	 sin e 	(( c1 z a^.
r	 arae	 r2	 a 6	 r \d	 / r 0	 aeax
sin g cos e	 a (2-29)
E r	 ae
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a 2	 = cos2 @	 a 2 - 	 2 sin @ cos@	 a 2	 + sin 2 @	 a
f a	 ar	 r	 a r a@	 r	 a r
+ sin ? 	@	 32	 + 2 sin @ cos @	 a	 (2-30)
r2	 ae 2	 r2	 a e
Equations (2-21),	 (2-25), and (2-30) give the derivatives of the velocity
potential in terms of the bent body coordinates.
	 Substituting these equations
into the equation of the velocity potential, equation (2-4) yields:
a 2 $	 2	 2	 a 2 $	 (sin2	 @+ cos t 	 @)	 a ¢
- p+ (sin	 8 +cos	 8) a+	 r	 a r
(2 sin @ cos @ —2 sin @	 cos @)	 a 2	 (sin 2 @	 + cos 2 a	 )	 a22+
r	 a r o@	 r2	 a@2
2
_ d z
(2 sin @ cos @	 — 2 sin @ cos 6)	 a ¢ 
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D x2	 ar t 	 r	 a r	 r 2	 a@ 2	 a x	 a x
-:. Fer small values of the derivatives of the curvature with respect to the x




a 2^	 +	 1	 a ¢ +	 1	 a2 $ = 0	 (2-33)
ax
	 —a--r-2 	 r	 r	 —rZa	 as
This equation, ,written in bent body cylindrical coordinates, is of the same




coordinates. The First Order Method of developing solutions for this
equation is described in references 4 and 5. It will be developed here
for thisequation which is written in flexible body coordinates.
The velocity components u, v, and w in the x, r, and 8 directions
are determined by the following equations:
u = V^ Cosa + La-- + a—^c	 (2-34)a x
	
a x
F	 v = V., sin 	 cos e + aka + a^ c	 (2-35)D 	 a r
1
i	 w = - V,. sin a sin A + r
	 a 6	
(2-36)
where ^a is the axial flow disturbance potential and ^c is the cross flow
disturbance potential. The sum of these two potentials yields the total
disturbance velocity potential, $ .
The potentials must satisfy the boundary conditions at the surface of
the body. The boundary conditions require that the flow at the surface be
tangent to the body surface. This requirement is written
( d r	 ( v l	 2-37
R	 R
(	 where R is the body radius at station x.





V^ sina cos 8+ a r + 8r
\ 
d r)
d r R	 a s	 a¢ c	 (2-38)V^ cos a+ a
	
+ a x	 Rx 




V cos a)R 4
d r 1R + /d r 8^ c l R 





This equation is satisfied exactly if the two potentials satisfy the following
equations:
(	 ll	 l _(dr anal
\ d x V_ cos a/R ^ aa r/R `d x a x /R	 (2-40)
 Q—x r	 1	 a^ cl_c(V^ sina)R 
	
cos0	 ax R	 cosh	 a r R	 (2-41)^.
A solution of equation (2-33) that satisfies the axial flow boundary
conditions as given in equation (2-40) is:
0
$a (x, r)=	 f(x - 6 r cosh z) d z	 (2-42)
cosh-1 x
ar
77	 where f(0) 0 for pointed bodies. The proof of this is given in appendix A.
The axial flow velocity perturbations in the axial and radial directions
are obtained by taking the derivatives of equation (2-42):
0
9 e









i	 a^ a = - g	 f^(x - 6 r cosh z) cosh z d z + f (0) (^ r ) (2-44)r2	





	 For pointed bodies, f is zero at x - 6r cosh z = 0. Thus, the last terms
in equations (2-43) and (2-44) are zero. Let equations (2-42), (2-43), and











(	 a l x >	 -
	
ff / (xn -	 rn cosh z) dz (2-46)




l	 -	 f	 (x n - S rn cosh z) cosh z dz(a ( 2 -47)r 	 i=2
cosh-1^
n, i - 1
where xn, rn is a point on the surface of the body	 (x l , rl is the body
:.' nose, x 	 = 0, r l _ 0) and
x n




For values of z such that
cosh-l
^
z < cosh (2-49)i -	 1	 i
Let f(xn - 0
	
rn cosh z) be represented by
f (xn _	 0 rn nosh z) = a i
I
(XII -	 S rn cosh z) - (xn -	 g rn n, i
s (2-50)











This can also be written: (2-51)i
f(xn -	 S rn cosh z) =	 S r n - a i cosh z +	 (a^ -	 a^	
_	 1 )	 n, j	 -	 1
J=2
where	 a l = 0.	 The derivative of equations (2-50) and (2-51) with respect
to the argument (xn -	 5 rn coskL z) is:
f^(xn-	 orn cosh z) = a i (2-52)
for values of z specified by equation (2-49). 	 Thus equations (2-46) and
°- (2-47) can be written:
. n( a aX> 	 L	 a i (cosh-1 fin, i	 - cosh-1 fin, i - 1 > 	 (2-53)n	 i = 24
n
n((33	 a 	 a i\	 ' 2 n i	 -1	 - '^ 2 n -1	 )	 (2-54)ar	 i - 1n	 i=2	 '	 '
Define X n, i and Yn , i as
Xn, i = cosh -1^ n	 - cosh-1 fin, i
	 1 (2-55)i
2 n,iY n ^ i	 =	 n, i	 -1	 -	 _ 1	 -1 ( 2 -•56)y.:





ai Xn, i (2-57)
-i2ax/ n
n
Ila) 	 al Yn, i (2-58)
13i'
^. To determine the coefficients, 	 a i , substitute equations (2-57) and
r (2-58) into equation (2-40).
n	 nCdr	 V cos a> 	 ai y	 - ( d r )n	 ai Xn, i	 ( 2 -59)ti n,i	 x	 i=2dx	 n	 i=2
dr	 - 1(	 l	 n
_ \d	 V cos a/n
	
ai	 .RY n , i	 {	 ( d r 1 n Xn ^ i	 (2-60)x i _ 2 dx
an=
{
(A—rR Y n, n+ 
	 d x/n X n, n
The axial flow perturbation velocities can be determined from equations
(2-57) and (2-58) from the coefficients determined byequation ( 2 -60).
A solution of equation (2-33) that satisfies the cross flow boundary
'- conditions. is 0
1 ^c (x, r, 0) _ - cos 0Rfm(x -	 or cosh z) cosh z dz	 ( 2 -61)
cosh -1 x
Rr
where m(0) is zero for pointed bodies. 	 A proof that equation (2-61) is a
#	 ; solution of equation (2-33) 	 is given in appendix S.
The cross flow velocity perturbation potentials in the axial, radial,
and circumferential directions are obtained by taking the derivatives of
equation ( 2 -61):
o	 -	 ( x
'	
.`










2	 m^ x -	 r cosh z) cosh2 z dz _	 m(0) cos 0R \R r/R	 t	 R
aX











For pointed bodies, m is zero PA x - Br cosh z = 0, 	 Thus the last terms
in equations (2-62) and (2-63) are zero.	 Let equations (2-61), (2-62),
' (2-63), and (2-64) be written as series:
cosh 'l.^,n,i
n
c (xn, rn , A) _ -
 cos"	 fm (xn - Brn cosh z) cosh z dz (2-65)1 = 2	 lcosh'
n, i _ 1
cosh' 1 '^ n i
/
n
r 	'c\coseR	 ^m (x
L	









n, i _	 1
cosh' 1
a	 n, i






1	 1 3^c \ 	 __ sin 6 R	 Jm(xn - R rn cosh z) cosh z dz (2-68)
rn ` de	 n	 rn	 i = 2 Cosh-1
n i = 1
where xn, rn is a point on the body surface (xl,rl, 6 is the body nose,
xl = 0, r 	 = 0) and fir, i is given by equation (2-48),	 For values. of z
such that





Or n cosh z) be represented by
1.
15
rn(xn -	 Srn cos)h z 	 = bi	 C (x n - s r n cosh z) - (xn - R rn	 ^ n, i - 1),L (2-70)




'.. This can also be written:
i
m(xn - S rn cosh z) =	 R r n
	b i cosh z +	 L	 (bj 	bj
 - 1) ^' n, j - 1	 (2-71)J _ 2
where bl = 0.	 The derivative of equations (2-70) and (2-71) with respect
to the argument (xn - S rn cosh z) is:
m^ (xn
 - 0 rn cosh z) = b i 	(2-72)
for values of z specified by equation (2-69).	 Thus equations (2-66),	 (2-67),










	 1 cos 6S 2	 bi	 cosh -1
	-cosh-18 r
	






+ 	 n,	 n,i-1
1	 e2 
rn
r	 ( eAc)	 2 sin e g	 bi (cosh
_
 1 fin , i -cosh- 1^ n, i - 1






n, 1 - l	
^' n, i - 1	 ^' n, i - 1 -1 )
{
i
+ (2	 b	 - b	 1)
' J - 
1)\
	




tDefining Zn^ i as
Zn^ i	 ^n i y	 n	 i	 - 1	 -	 n, i - 1	 n i - 1 -1 (2-76)
and substituting equations (2-55),	 (2-56), and (2-76) into equations









1	 cos e S 2	 L	 b} (Xn, i + Zn, 0 (2-78)






(	 i{	 (bj	 - bj -
	
1)	 ^' n, j -	 1
ll
r Yn, i
r	 2n	 i=2 J-2 
(2-79)
'	 y - bi	 j X n i 4' Zn i
f To determine the coefficients, bi, substitute equations ( 2-77) and (2-78)
into equation ( 2-41):
n
2(V- sin a) 	 S rr bi	 I.	 d r	 Y	 +	 (X	 + Z	 )
 L(	 n, x	 n,	 in=	 d x/n	 n, ( 2 .- 80)i =2
-2(V sin a )n
 - a	 L	 bi	 2 Q—r)
  Y n, i +	
(X n, i + Zn, i )
i b	 =	 n (2-81)n
	 Qr
12Yn n + 	 Xnn+Zn n
 1^	 ► 	 (	 , )
Thus the cross flow disturbance components can be determined from
equations (2-77), (2 - 78), and ( 2 -79) using the coefficients from equation
17
The flow velocity at station n	 is determined by equations (2-34),
(2-35),	 and (2-36):
d u n = V- cos a n + ( aka;) + \4c (2-82)\	 n	 D x n
V n _ ( a` _'^	 ( a a r )\ T r	 \ (2-83)
)
n	 n





These velocity components can be determined from the perturbations
k	 ' given by equations (2-57),	 (2-58),	 (2-77),	 (2-78), and (2-79).
The forebody axial force at station n is given by:
_
IT
An _	 C (rn + 1 m y	 - C rn	 rn -
 1) 2
J
q f'Cpn(o )dg (2-85)2	 J	 `	 2	 J	 .J	 0
The total forebody axial force is given by:
N	 1
_ A _	 An (2-86)
( n	 2
The local normal force per unit length at body station n is given by:
Nn	 -2 q rn fCpn( 8) cos 6 d 6 (2-87)
0





( fin + 1	 - xn - 11N (2-88)n	 2n-2




MF W	 NIn (L - LCG - xn) x  + 1 " x 	 - 1	 (2-89))_ n	 2	 2
The center of pressure, measured from the base, is given by:
i
LCP	 LCG + NF	 (2-9o)
The forebody axial force at a station, An, on the local normal force
per unit length, Nn, is determined by the pressure .
 coefficient.
	 The exact











The pressure coefficient is determined from the velocity components
given by equations (2-82),	 (2-83), and (2-84).
These results, which are based on the First Order Method,
should reduce to the results of the Slender Body Method of reference 3
when the slend r body restrictions are imposed.
	 It is shown in appendix C
that the method developed in this study does reduce to Dahm's method
r.-
with these restrictions.
A flow diagram describing the numerical analysis of the method
developed here and the computer program of this numerical analysis is
given in appendix D.	 This appendix also includes a description of the
input data required for the program.
In order to check the validity of the program, calculations were
made of the normal force on a rigid cone with a half-angle of 10 degrees
and a base diameter of 3. 52 ft.
	
These computations were made with a
dynamic pressure of 760 lb/ft ?, and an angle-of-attack of 0. 1 radian.
. They compared with the 'finown results of the Slender Body Method and
with known results of exact calculations. 	 This comparison is shown in
` figure (2-2). The agreement between the computer program of the study
and the exact solution is quite good.
	
A similar comparison is shown by
Van Dyke in reference 5 between the First Order Method and exact results.
Computations were also made of the aerodynamic characteristics
of the rigid Saturn V vehicle in order to compare the results of the program
with wind tunnel results, 	 Figure (2-3) shows the computed pressure coef-
ficient along the rigid Saturn V vehicle at zero angle-of-attack and at a
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Figure 2-2. The Furst Order Method Applied to a Rigid
























































theory-and experiment are largely due to the flow separations that are
observed in wind tunnel tests but are, in general, not accounted for in
aerodynamic calculations, Figure (2-4) shows the local normal force
distribution of the rigid Saturn V vehicle (without fins) at 8 degrees angle-
of-attack, Mach number of 1. 7, and a dynamic pressure of 760 lb/ft2.
Also shown in this figure are wind tunnel results of reference 6. As in
the previous case, the discrepancies between the calculations and experi-
mental data are primarily due to flow separation.
In order to determine the general behavior of the First Order Method
for Flexible Bodies, calculations were made for a body of simple geometry.
A flexed cone, shown in .figure (2-5), was selected for this purpose. The
aerodynamic characteristics of this cone were computed with the program
developed during this study. The aerodynamic characteristics of the fore-
body agree well with known results. The effects of flexing are shown on the
afterbody. The forebody induces a turn into the stream which is straightened
by the afterbody. This straightening produces a norm;.') force on the after-




in magnitude than that on the forebody. If rigid body aerodynamic deriva-
tives with respect to angle-of-attack multiplied by the local angle-of-attack
were used to determine the aerodynamic forces acting on the flexed body
(which is the usual procedure), the computed normal force on the afterbody




forebody. Thus the method derived in this study provides not onlygreater
computing accuracy in determining the aerodynamic characteristics of flex-
ible bodies but it also describes phenomena that have been generally ignored.
pThe First Order Method for Flexible Bodies develo ed in this sectionL.
was then used to compute the aerodynamic characteristics of the rigid and
flexed Saturn V vehicle. All these calculations were made at a Mach
-	 -
number of 1. 70 and at a dynamic pressure of 760 lb/ft2. In these calculations,
an axially symmetric shroud was added to the Saturn V body to generate the
(	 local normal force that, in reality, is generated by the vehicle fin-shroud
i	 combination. This shroud is shown in figure (2-6). A theoretical justifi-
cation for this method of simulating fins is given in references 3 and 7.
Local normal force calculations were made for a flexed Saturn V
vehicle whose nose was at an angle- of-attack of 9. 72 degrees and whose
gimbal station was at an. angle-of-attack of 8 degrees. The intermediate
angles-of-attack may be determined from the deflection polynomial given
in figure (2-7). The results of these calculations and rigid body calculations
at 8 degrees angle-of-attack are compared in this figure. The effects of the








































































































The local normal force distribution of the rigid Saturn V vehicle
at an angle-of-attack of 0. 1 radian is given in figure (2-8). The normal
force for this condition is 2. 783x10 5 lb and the pitching moment about
^.:	 the center of gravity is 1.261x10 8 ft lb. Figures (2-9) and (2-10) show
the local normal force distribution determined by the First Order Method for
Flexible Bodies of the Saturn V flexed as shown in figures (3-8) and (3-9)
respectively. The normal forces for these deflections are -1. 490x10 5 and
`	 2. 721x10 3 lb and the pitching moments are 1. 900x10 7 and -2.954x10' ft
lb respectively.
For purposes of comparison, flexible body calculations were also
made using the rigid body local normal force derivatives with respect to
rigid body angle-of-attack multiplied by the local angle-of-attack at each
body station. These calculations were made at a Mach number of 1. 70Y	
and a dynamic pressure of 760 lb/ft 2 . Figure (2-11) shows the results
of these calculations made for the vehicle deflected as shown in figurei'	 (3-10). Figure (2-12) shows the results for the vehicle deflected as shown
in figure (3-11). The normal forces are 2. 647x10 4 lb and 5. 477x102 lb
respectively. The pitching moments are 1. 981x10 7
 ft lb and -3.243x10 5
£t lb respectively.
The deflection curves shown in figures (3-8) and (3-10) are almost
identical as are those shown in figures (3-9) and (3-11). However, there is
a considerable variation between the local normal force distribution shown
r,	 in figures (2-9) and (2-11). Differences are also shown between the data
in figures 2-10 and 2-12	 There are also differences between the re-
sultant body normal forces that correspond to the two deflections. Thus
there is a significant difference in the local normal force distribution and
the total body normal force computed by the First Order Method and that
computed by modifying rigid body data to account for local angle-of-attack.
However the pitching moment about the center of gravity of the Saturn V
vehicle at a Mach number of 1. 70 computed by both methods is almost
identical. Considering the differences in the local normal force distribution,
this is considered by the authors to be a coincidence.
Ire the following section, it is shown that the data in figures (2-9) and
(2-11) can be used to determine the incremental aerodynamic loading caused
by bending which is due to aerodynamic forces. The data in figures (2-10)
and (2-12) can be used to determine the incremental aerodynamic loading

























































































































































































































III.	 STRUCTURAL FLEXING RESPONSE OF A VEHICLE
TO AERODYNAMIC FORCES
The rigid body aerodynamic loads and the D'Alembert, or inertial,
loads due to the normal acceleration of the vehicle cause the vehicle to flex.
This flexing generates incremental aerodynamic loads due to the aerodynamic
forces and incremental aerodynamic loads due to the normal acceleration.
In the previous section a method was derived that facilitates the calculation
of these incremental loads.	 In this section a method of calculating the vehicle
flexing that is due to this loading is developed. 	 An iterative procedure
a ' between these two analyses is described that determines the resultant in-
cremental aerodynamic loads and the resultant deformation of the vehicle.
^j
` The analysis that follows is applicable to cases where the linear
accelerations due to the rotational accelerations of the vehicle are negligible
compared to the normal acceleration of the center of gravity of the vehicle.
It is further restricted to cases where static beam theory, modified to in-
elude D'Alembert forces, is valid.
' The following derivation is the first iteration.	 In this iteration, the
vehicle flexing is caused by the rigid body aerodynamic forces and the
D'Alembert forces.
	
The incremental aerodynamic forces are zero. 	 The
forces acting cn the vehicle are illustrated in figure (3-1). 	 The structural
-
)
bending moment acting on the vehicle is:
x	 ^
M l (x) =	 f	 (Nr	 - w mom ) (x - e) de	 (3-1)
where Ml (0) = 0 and Ml (L) = 0. Since, for small angles, the local normal






(x - E) de	 - wMl (x) _	 r	 1 r. f	 m (x -e) d e	 (3-2)
0	 0
Thus the structural bending moment for small angles is a simple linear




Figure 3-1. Forces Acting on a Rigid Budy
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t^
the loading and coordinate system of figure (3-2).	 From the mechanics of
structures, the flexing of the vehicle is determined by
2
dY	 M1 (x) (3-3)
_ -EI(x)





l	 aNr	 (x - e	 d
—2 	=-	 )	 E + w	 l	
mi (x_ e )d e
f	 f
(3-4)
t.  x G	 EI	 as r	 EI





Al (x) - - f	 aar	 (x- e ) de (3-5)EI	 0	 r
^...
XB1 (x) _ +	 f	 m"^ (x - e) de.. (3-6) 0
where Al0
	 - 0	 B	 0	 0.	 Then equation 3-4 can be written:
_
2
d yl =	 ar Al (x) + w B1 (x)dx2 (3-7)
Integrating yields the following expansion for the body slopes:
x
far	 J	 A 1 ( E) de	 +	 i	 f	 B1 (s) d cdxl (3-8)0	 0
Let
x














where Al (0) = 0 and B1 (0) = 0.	 Substituting yields;
r ^Al (x) + G.A,1 } + W ^^ (x) + GB l } (3-11)
The displacements are determined by integrating this equation:
,a
.. x	 x




xAf	 (e) de	 =A l (x)  + HA 1 (3-13)
0
x
f	 B ( e) de	 = BI (x) + HB 1 (3-14)
0
sk
where Al (0) = 0 and BI (0) = 0.	 Equation (3-12) can be written:
- Y1 = a 
	
_l Al (x) + x GA1 + HA1}+. w ^BI (x) + x GBl + HBl } (3-15)
` The displacement and slope of the flexing vehicle is linear in terms of the
rigid body angle-of-attack and normal vehicle acceleration. The first terms
in equations (3-11) and (3-15) give the flexing caused by the rigid body aero-
dynamic forces and the second terms- yield the flexing generated by the
(- normal acceleration.	 The terms G and H are integration constants that
_ position the body with respect to the rigid body coordinate system of figure
{ (3-2).	 These constants are evaluated by the requirement that the total body
mass not translate or rotate with respect to the rigid body coordinate sys-
tem.	 The translational and rotational requirements for the flexing caused
`( by the rigid body aerodynamic forces are:
L
0 =	 f m . {Al (x) + x GA l + HAl ) d x (3-16)
0
L







The requirements for the flexing caused by the D'Alembert forces are:
Ln 0 f 	 M	 { B1 (x) + x GB 1 + HB 1 } d x (3-18)
0
,_ L
0 =	 f	 m' { B1 (x) + x GB 1 + HB 1	x dx (3-19)
0	 l
Consider the following definitions:
t L
IA1	 _	 f in' Al (x) dx (3-20)
i 0
L
IAX1 = f	 m A l (x) x dx (3-21)
0y L
IBI	 =	 f	 m B 1 (x) d x (3-22)0
L.
IBX I ' =
	
f	 m' BI (x) xdx (3-23)
0
L




	 f	 m xdx (3-25)0
L
IMLL1=	 f m x2 dx (3-26)
0
Substituting these equations into equations (3-16), (3-17), (3-18), and
(3-19) yields:
GA I IMLI + HAI
 IMI = - I ^LI (3-27)
GAI IMLLI + HA I IMLI = - IAX1 (3-28)
w
G BI IMLI + Hg 1 IM I
 = - IB 1 (3-29)
a GBI IMLL1.+ Hg l IMLI = - IBX1 (3-30)
38
Solving these equations for the integration constants yields:
G Al	
_	 IAX1 IM1 - IAl IML1
-
(3-31)
IML 1 2 - IM 1 IMLLI




' GB 1 	
IBXl ;'Al - IBl IMLl (3-33)
IML l 2 - IM I IMLL1
HBI	 =	 IB 1 IMLL1 - IBXl IMLI (3-34)j
.,
.IML l2 - IM 1 IMLL1
Consider the following definitions:
'p 1
 (x)	 =	 Al (x) + GA l (3-35)
1 (x)	 =	 IT1 (x) + GB1 (3-36)
Pl (x)	 =	 Al (x) + x GAl + HA1 (3-37)
s _ Ql (x)	 =	 B1 (x) + x GB1 + HB 1 (3-38)
Substituting equation (3-7) into equation (3-3), rewriting equation (3-7),
and substituting equations (3-35), (3-36), (3-37), and (3-8) into equations
(3-11) and (3-15) yields: -
Ivi1	 _	 -	 a r EI (x) Al (x) - w E I (x) B1 (x) (3-39)
A
z 2d y l	 -
-ate-	
a r Al (x) +	Bl (x) (3-7)








From figures (3-1) and (3-2), the local angle-of-attack along the vehicle for
the first iteration is:
al (x) =	 r + d y l	 (3-42)dx
Substituting equation (3-39) yields the following expression for the first
iteration angle .-of-attack distribution along the body:
t	 a1 (x)	 ar + ar P1 (x) + w T5 (X)	 (3-43)
For selected values of rigid body angle-of-attack and normal acceleration,
the local normal force for the flexed vehicle can be computed by the flexible
•a.
body aerodynamic method of the previous section. However, a more general
representation is required that is valid over a wide range of rigid body angles-
-
	
	 of-attack and normal accelerations. This general representation is obtained
by observing in equation (3-43) that the local angle-of-attack distribution is
determined by the summation of the curves, or terms. Because of the linearity
-
	
	 of the aerodynamic equations, the local normal force can be described as the
sum of three terms, each one being generated by a term in the equation of the
local angle-of-attack distribution. This yields the following equation:





The term ^ (x) is the rigid body local normal force derivative with
respect to the rigid. an^1e-of-attack. The term 2N x is the first iteration
of the incremental normal force derivative with respect to the rigid body angle-
of-attack caused by the flexing (or local angle-of-attack distribution) that is due
to aerodynamic forces. It is determined by the flexible body aerodynamic
analysis of the previous section using I(x) as the local angle-of-attack distri-
bution. - a is the first iteration of the incremental local normal force
derivative with respect to normal acceleration caused by the flexing that is due
to the normal acceleration. It is also determined by the flexible body aero-
dynamic program. In this incidence, the local angle-of-attack distribution is
given by "Ol (x).
Digressing briefly, a physical interpretation will be made of the terms
in equation (3-44). Consider figure (3-3). Illustration A shows a rigid model
placed at a positive angle-of-attack in a wind tunnel and held. moiion^ess. The
local normal force distribution acting on this model is given by aNear . ar
± In illustration B, a flexible model (suspended at the base) is placed in a wind
tunnel and also held motionless. The rigid body centerline is positioned with
respect to the flexed body by the requirements of translational and rotational






A. RIGID BODY LOADS
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C. INCREMENTAL LOADS DUE TO ACCELERATION
Figure 3-3. Illustration of the Incremental Acrodynal-nic
Loads Caused by Flexing
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g°
angle this axis makes with the flow stream.	 The local normal force
distribution is given by I aa^  +	 ar where k is a sufficiently
large iteration.	 In illustration C, a flexible model (suspended at the
base) is placed in a wind tunnel and oscillated up and down with the rigid
centerline held horizontal. 	 The condition shown is when the model is
motionless at the lower extremity of its cycle.	 Here it is at zero angle-
of-attack and has a positive acceleration.	 The local normal force dis-
a tribution is given by a^-N—k r where k is a sufficiently large iteration.
Returning to the first iteration, the body normal force and pitching
moment about the center of gravity can be obtained from equation (3-44).
Consider the following definitions.
aNr	
-	
L	 aNr	 d x















'. D MAr -	
















a N1	 (xcg - x) d x (3-50)
aw a
i
Then the first iteration of the body normal force can be written;
I'
Ni 	 (aNr + a N1 l	 a	 +	 DNl . w1	 r (3-51 )\ as r	 Dar /	 a w
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AM
and the first iteration of the pitching moment about tke. canter of gravity
can be written.:
MAl_ ( a NIAr + a MAl 1 a r + DMAl W0 a
	 Dor J	 30 (3-52)
After completing this first iteration, the second must be performed,
then the third, etc. The following is a derivation of the kth iteration of
determining the flexible body aerodynamic characteristics and displacements
once the k - l th iteration has been carried out. The procedure is identical
to the first iteration except that the incremental aerodynamic loads obtained
in the k- lth iteration are used in developing the relations of the k th i.teratioz),
Actually the first iteration can be considered a special case of the general kth
iteration where the incremental loads for the k : 0 case are all zorn.





aNk	 INk- 1) 	 xaNk-1k (x) = ar 
	
Bar + 8a /J (x - c) de - w J
	
'm - a w J
0	
r	 0
(X - E) CIE	 (3-53)





^^d^  -	 r Ak (x) + w Bk 4x)	 (3 - 5 4)
where
fx (Ta h -tea` l l (x . e) d E
0
x^ \
Lk (x)	 1	 m" a Nk- l ) (x - E) d EEI	 \	 a w
0
Whore Ak(0) = 0 and Bk(0) = 0. The vehicle slope is given by:








Ak (x)	 w ('J
_
Ak Vi e ) d c	 GAk (3-58)
0
x
Bk (x)	 _ f	 Bk ( E ) dE	 - GBk (3-59)
0
and A.k (0) = 0 and Mk (0) = 0.	 As in equation (3-15) the vehicle displace-
ment is given by:
yk ar j Ak(x)  + x GAk + HAk} + w	 Bk (x) + x GBk . h HBk } ( 3-60)
where
x
' Ak (x) f	 Ak ( E ) d E	 - HAk (3-61)
:. 0
x
Bk(x)	 = t Bk ( E ) d E - HBk (3- 62)0
and Ak (0) = 0 and BOO) = 0.	 From the mass translation and rotation require-
ment:
p4 GAk}^ IAXk IMk - IAk IMLk 3-63(	 ).; IMLk^Mk IMLLk .
^o
y HAk	 _ IAk IMLLk - IAXk IMLk (3-64)
` IMLk - IMk IMLLk
G}3k	= IBXk. IMk - IBk IMLk (3-65)IMLk - IMk IMLLk










IAXk	 -	 f	 m" Ak (x) x d x (3-68)0
L
IBk 	 -	 (	 m^Bk (x) dx (3-b9)
0
L
IBXk	 - f m' Bk (x) xdx (3-70)
0
L














Ak (x) +GAk (3-74)
k (x)	 _	 Bk (x) + GBk (3-75)
Pk (x)	 =	 Ak (x) + x GAk + HAk ( 3 -76)
Qk (x) _	 Bk (x) +.x GBk + HBk (3-77)
Substituting equation (3-54) into equation (3-3), rewriting equation (3-54),
and substituting equations (3-74), (3-75),-(3-76),. and ( 3 -77) into equations
(3-57) and ( 3-60) yields:
Mk
	=	 - a r EI (x) Ak (x) - w E I (x) Bk (x) ( 3-78)
2d y k	




ar Pk (x) + w Qk (x) (3- 79)dx
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IJ
yk	 = a r Pk (x) + w Qk (x)
	
A3-80)
The local angle-of - attack along the vehicle of the k th iteration is;
ak (x) _ a r ,+ dxk	 (3-81)
Substituting equation (3-77) yields:
ak (x)	 a  + r Pk (x) + w Qk (x)	 (3-82)
The local normal force of this iteration is:
Nk (x) = a Nr (x) ar + a Nk (x) a r + aNk (x) w	 (3-83),
aar	 as r	 a dv
Here ar (x) is the rigid body local normal force derivative with respect
to the rigid angle-of-attack. aasr(^) is the kth iteration of the incremental
local normal force derivative with respect to the rigid body angle-of-attack
caused by flexing that is due to aerodynamic forces. It is determined by
the flexible body aerodynamic program,using Pk(x) as the angle-of-attack
distribution. 3 Nk(x) is the second iteration, of the incremental local normal
force derivative with respect to normal acceleration caused by flexing that
is due to acceleration. It is also determined by the aerodynamic program
of the previous section,using Qk (x) as the angle-of-attack.
The kth iteration of the body normal force and pitching moment about




f L a Nr 1.
	 ( 3 -84)as r	 J	 as r
0
L
as	 J as r d x	 (3.85)0
L
D Nk	 a Nk d x	 (3-86)
a w	




3MAr	 (^	 a NrJ	 (xcg - x) dx
	
(3-87)
Dar	 0	 Da r
, L






(XCg ...X) d x	 (3-89)
a p
- Then the kth iteration of the body normal force is:
Nk	 _ (_j Nr +	 Nk 1 ar + a Nk w	 (3-90)
Dar
	 DL' r .	 a^
and the kth iteration of pitching moment is:
aAkr	 aMAk	 MMAk	 _	 (aMA +	 a	 +	 w	 (3 - 91)rDa r	 Da r	 D w
A numerical analysis was made of the kth iteration and a flow diagram
. was prepared.	 The flow diagram is given in appendix E along with a listing
of the computer program. 	 Instructions for loading the inputs to the program
and sample inputs and outputs are included.
T
Calculations were made to determine the parameters in the slope
and deflection equations of the Saturn V,vehicle at maximum dynamic prPs-
sure.
	
This dynamic pressure is 760 lbs/ft2 and the Mach number is 1. 70.
The mass distribution and bending stiffness are given in figures (3-4) and
(3-5).	 In the first iteration, the rigid body local normal force derivatives
were obtained from figure (2-8).	 These are the necessary parameters of
1 the first iteration.
	
The iteration procedure was then carried out the second
and third time.. The process converges rapidly and the third iteration
appears to provide sufficient accuracy for the purpose of this study, 	 The
n vehicle slope and deflection parameters P 3 (x), Q 3 (x), P3 (x), and Q3 (x) of
the third iteration are given in figures (3-6),	 (3-7),	 (3-8), and (3-9).	 The
incremental aerodynamic force distributions, determined by the First
Order Method for Flexible Bodies, that correspond to these flexing configu-
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The rigid body normal force derivative with respect to the rigid
body angle-of-attack, a Nr is 2, 7$3x10 6 lbs/rad; and the rigid body
pitching mMoAment derivative with respect to the rigid body tilglc-of-
attack, - A r , is 1.261x10 8 it lb /rad. The third iteration of the in-
cremental force derivative (determined by the flexible body meth_ ods, of
Section II) with respect to the irigid body anN of-attack that is caused
by bending due to the aerodynamic loading, ^ , is -1. 49x10 5 1b /rat],
They corresponding pitching moment derivative, 1 MA3 , is 1, 90x10 7
it lb/rad. The third iteration of the incremental) normal force derivative
with respect to the normal .acceleration of the vehicle that is caused
bending due to the normal accelerations,- N -, is 2.72x10 3 lb sect/ft.
The corresponding pitching moment derivat^'ve, M t^ 3 , is -2. 95x105
lb sect.
For purposes of comparison, aeroelastic calculations were made
of the Saturn V vehicle using the rigid body local normal force derivatives
multiplied by the local angle-of-attack to simulate the flexible body aero-
dynamic forces, For the third iteration, this resulted in local normal force
distributions shown.; in figures (2-11) and (2-12) which correspond to the
deflections shown in figures ( 3-10) and ( 3-11).
This third iteration of the incremental normal force derivative
(determined by modifying the rigid body data to account for the local
N	 angle-of-attack distribution) with respect to the rigid body anf le-of ..attack
that is caused by bending due to the aerodynamic loading, -D -r; is 2. 68x104
lb/rad. The corresponding incremental pitching moment derivative,
A3^ MD M r , is 1. 993x10 7 it lb / rad. The . incremental normal force derivative
with respect to the normal acceleration of the vehicle that is caused by
bending due to the normal acceleration was also determined using moil ied
rigid body data. This rosulted in a value of 5. 46 10 2 lb sec ? /ft for-4.
The corresponding pitching moment derivative,
	 , is - 3.25x10 5 lb sect.
The aerodynamic characteristics of a flexible body as well as the
body flexing itself are seen to be functions of normal vehicle acceleration
as well as the rigid body angle-of-attack. Thus in order to assess the
full significance of the flexible body aerodynamic methods of section II,
the dynamics of the vehicle must be analyzed. This dynamic analysis will
be performed in section IV.
However, some indication of the significance of the flexible body
local normal Purce distribution determined by the First Order Method of
this report, as compared with the use of the rigid body local normal force






Consider that the normal acceleration of the vehicle is zero.	 This
case is demonstrated in figure (3-2), illustration B. 	 The effects of body.
1 flexing are exaggerated in this case since the terms that are multiplied
by the rigid body angle-of-attack are generally of opposite signs to those
multiplied by the normal acceleration.. And, in general, the rigid body
angle-of-attack will have the same sign as the vehicle normal acceleration.
The effects of flexible body aerodynamics with zero normal acceleration
can then be considered an upper limit on the values that will be encountered
in flight.
Consider equations (3 . 82),	 (3-90), and (3-91) for the third iteration
F	 ' with w = 0 and the vehicle at the maximum dynamic pressure.
) =	 1 + P3 (0)	 ara 3 (0	 (3-92)
NrN 3N3 =
 t-^,-	 +	 _^	 1 ar	 (3-93)r	 )
( a MAr	 a MA lMA3 =	 +	 ar	 (3-94)t	 8a r	 as r	 j
Consider equation (3-93). 	 Using flexible body aerodynamics
yields P3(0) = 0. 137. 	 Thus, the incremental loading caused by bending
due to the aerodynamic forces increases the angle-of-attack at the nose
13. 7% .	 Using modified rigid body aerodynamics 	 yields P3(0) = 0. 139.
This results in an increase in the angle-of-attack at the nose of 13.916.
Consider equation (3-93). 	 Flexible body aerodynamics yields
aN3 = - 1.49x105
 lb/rad, which results in a decrease inu tile body normalaarforce of 5, 41o.
	
Modified rigid body aerodynamics yields 	 aar = 2. 68x104
lb/rad, which increases the vehicle normal force 1. 0 %.
_	 a MAFlexible body aerodynamics yields a	 = 1.90x10 7 ft lb/rad.From equation (3-94), the incremental pitching moment caused by bending
due to aerodynamic forces results in an increasae'n the pitching moment
of 15. 1%.
	
The modified rigid body data yields aar	 = 1. 99x10 7 ft lb/rad.The corresponding increase of pitching moment is 15. 8 %.	 Considering
the differences in the local normal force distribution between figures (2-9)
and (2-11) and between figures (2-10) and (2-12), this close agreement
for the incremental pitching moment determined by the two aerodynamic




IV.	 INTEGRATED VEHICLE DYNAMICS
In order to frilly assess the significance of the flexible body aero-
dynamic loads, determined by the iterative procedure described in sections
h II and III, it is necessary to perform a dynamic analysis of the vehicle.
This is required because the normal acceleration of the vehicle is a factor
in the incremental aerodynamic loading caused by body flexing.
A basic dynamic model of the vehicle used in this study is only
valid at frequencies below the control frequency of the vehicle since filters
- are not included.	 The objective of this analysis is to illustrate how the
effects of flexible body aerodynamics can be incorporated into a Vehicle
dynamic analysis and also to determine the significance of the flexible body
aerodynamic analysis of section II compared with rigid body aerodynamic
terms modified to account for variations in load angle-of-attack.
Frequency re sponse  functions will be determined for a vehicle where
all motion takes place in the yaw plane. 	 This is illustrated in figure (4-1).
The angular momentum equation is:
I	 =	 MAk - (L-xcg) F	 +	 (L)	 (4-1)dX
I	 - MAk + (L-xeg) F { S + aY (L)	 = 0	 (4-2)
1	 dx	 I
The translational momentum equation is:
mw	 =	 Nk + F { g + dx (L)} 4-3)
xw	 -	 :Vk - F	 + dx ( L) } ° 0	 (4-4)





Substituting equation (4-5) into equations (4-2) and (4-4) yields:
I	 - MAk + (L-x eg) F I,^ o 0 + o d-Y (1) + ;^ 1	 1 -1 ( L)	 = 0	 ^.E -6)





d_x (X) - a r Pk (^) + w Qk ('^)	 (4-8)
dy (L) _
	
r Pk (L) + 
'^v Qk ( L )	 (4-9)
The rigid body angle-of-attack is determined by:
A 	 = 4 + a te, - z / V-	 (4-10)
Substituting into equations (4-8) and (4-9) yields:
dy _ 	—	 —— _
d1 M =	 Pk (Y) +	 Qk (x + ( w - z/V u ) Pk ( )	 (4-11)-)
d.1 (L)	 Pk (L)	 w Qk (L) + (a ^^, - ? / V . ) P k (L)	 (4-12)
Repeating equations ( 3- 90) and (3-91):
Nk	 = A r (_LN r + d Nk ^ + w N k	 (3-90)du r	 dar	 tv
f AMA r + a A k ) + ^,i 2 MA k 	 - 91MAk
 = ar l
	 J^a r	 as r	 3w
Substituting equation (4-10) yields:
Ilk	 =	 (^Nr + ask ) +. w 3 Nk + (n^^ - a/VQ ) (^ r^ + ^Nk` (4-13)
r	 r	 ^'	 \ r	 r )
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MA	 =	 ( v NIA r + aMac lk	 l Dar	 Da r
D MA r + D MA I.
Dar
	'a r )
+w DMA +( mo w- % /V. );) w
(4-14)
Substituting equations (4-11), (4-12), (4-13), and (4-14) into equations
(4-6) and (4-7) yields:
I	 - S ( D MA r + j MA k 1 _ w D MA k _ ( w - z / V.	 INIA r + 3 MA ' 1
	
\ aar	 aar /	 a Nk	 \ Dar	 1n r
+ (L-xc g) F a o .1 + a 1 W + (" D Pk l`) + Pk ( L)) ^ + ( a oQk (-,) +Qk(L))w
+ ( ao Pk ( X ) + Pk ( L)) (a w - z / VS )	 = 0	 (^- 15)
Nr + dNk) - w Nk - (a w - z / V m ) ( ­Nr + NN14 1
	aar 	 Dur	 w	 `,, r
f
- F t ao $ + al + ( a o Pk ( X ) + Pk ( L)) + ( ao Q k ( x ) + Qk ( L)) w
+ ( ao Pk ( X ) + Pk ( 1-)) ( w - z /V; )	 = 0	 (4-16)
Collecting terms:
T ; + (L-x cg) Fal , + S - (^aAl + aar) + (L-xcg) Fao + (L-XCg) FCt(( 	 r	 r
(ao Pk(x) + Pk (L) 	 +I D	 k + (L-xcg) F ( a o Qk( X ) + Qk( L)) tv
 D w	 1
_ ( o MAr + d MAr I +(L-xcg) F (ao Pk ( 1 ) + Pk ( 1-) )Da r
	 Dar J	 1
(a w - z / V. )	 (4-17)
F al * +( Nr + ^Nk ) + F ao + F ( a o Pk ( X ) + Pk (L)a	 )
r	 r	 I
+ Nk - M + F (ao Q (X) + Qk (L)) w =
ll D ^'^
(Da r + 
DNr ) 
+ F ( a 0 Pk(x ) + Pk( j-))^ ( aw - z / V ^ )	 (4-18)
r	 3Q r
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Consider the following definitions:
A x2 -	 L - xcg





	 + (L-xcg) F (ao(1 + Pk (%))
	 Pk ( L) )Jka r Du r
S2 = -	 MAk + ( L - xcg) F ( a o Qk ( x ) + Qlc ( L) )
S3 =	 / 3 MA r
l
+	 3MA 1
 ) + (L - x cg ) F ( ao Pk W + Pk ( L ) )J31A r da r




^. T2 =	 ?Nk - M + F (ao Qk ( x ) ` Qk ( L) )








Substituting these expressions into equations (4-17) and (4-18) yields:
I	 + al ; x2 F $ + Sl p+ S2 w = -S3 ( crw - z/V. ) 	 (4-26)




+ a1 T2 G x2 F # + Sl T2 t + S2 T2 w = - S 3 ,r2 (a w - z / V ,. )
al S2 F ; + S2 Tl ^ + S2 T2 w = -S2 "r 3 (a w - z/V ,w )
Subtracting equation (4-29) from (4-28) yields:
T2 I	 F al F ( T2 Ax2 - S 2)	 (S1 T 2 - ,S 2	
S2T3-S3T2
 T 1) ^^ =
	 V.
( V w - z)
%There u w
 = V w/V. . Consider the following expressions:












m T+	 l sin w t+^ Z cos At
y= p T + w ^ Il Os w t- w	 Z sin	 t
T- 2 1 sin w t- w 2 	 2 COS w t
^i = w T + wl sin w t + w2 cos w t
Substituting these equations into equation (4-30) yields:
TZID T +a1 F(TZ^x2-SZ) `^T + 	 _((S1TZ - SZT1) '4T	 S2 ' -S S rL l
V.:	 J
(Vw0- z)
-TZ I 2 ^l - al F (TZ ^2 - SZ) w ^Z + ( S 1 T2- S ,_ r l) ,^ 1 =(5Z V,-S3T2) Vwl (4-37)
- T Z I 2 :Z +a l F (TZ AxZ - SZ) w 0 1 + (S1 T 2- S 2 T 1)	 0	 (4-38)
Let the transient solution be represented bye




- a l F (TZ ." xZ - S?-)± J a i l F 2 (TZ :',x2 - SZ) 2 - 4T2I(S1T2-S2T1)- ( 4 -40)r 1,2 =	 Z T 1 
R3	
_ ( SZZ'3 - S3T2 \	 VwO - z	 1	 (4-41)
\	 V^	 J ^S1 T2-S2'1'1/
RI	 _	 r	 ('1' T ( 0) - R i) - $T	 (4-42)( r 2 - rl)
R2	 =	 - r 1 ('D T ( 0 ) - R 3 ) + 4 T (tt)	 (4-43)
( rZ ` r 1)
To determine the constants S 1 and t2 in the steady state solution, rewrite
equations (4-37) and (4-38):
(S1T2-S T - T IW	 a	 T Lax S w	 = \S2T3 S3T2 ) Vwl	 (4 - 44)V.2 1	 2	 )	 1- 1 F( 2	 2- L)	 ^2








Solving these equations yields:
% 1	 1/V (S2T3-S 22) ^S 1 T^ -^_2_T 1 °_T2I 2)^_	 (4-46)
Vwl	 (SIT2 - S2TI - TZI , ) + a 1 F (T2 .',x2 - S2)"
2	 - I / VW (S2'r3 - S 3 T2) a I I-' ( T 2 ^=c2 - S2) (4-47)
`3 wl	 (SIT2 - S 2 f l - T2lw4)4 + all F (T2 ux2 - S2
The absolute value of the frequency response functi ,,.,, F ^, v (u ) , of
wind velocity to rigid body pitch angle is:
	
{2	 2





and the corresponding phase angle is:
a ,	 =tan-I ( - Q 2/ VW	 (4-49)w, v	 \	 d2/Vw )
The frequency response function of wind velocity to normal body
acceleration will now be determined. Substituting equations (4-31), (4-32),
(4-33), and (4-35) into equation (4-27) yields:
al F ^T + T1 0 T + T2 wT = V 3 
(V WO- z)	 (4-50)
V.
-aI F w`% 2 + TI	 I + T2 w1 = T3 Vwl	 (4-51)V.
+aI F w I + T 1 '6 2 + T2 w2 = 0
This yields:
w-r	 F y	 —T1 1 T
	 (V WO - z i	 (4-53)T 2	 T2	 T2 V..
'A' I	 + a  FF j 0 2 	 1 l am.. - T3	 (4-5-1)
Vwl
	
T2 Vwl T2 Vwl	 T2 V-
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Where ^ 1 / Vwl and `2 / Vwl are determined by equations (4-46) and
(4-47). The absolute value of the frequency response fwiction, FW
of wind velocity to normal vehicle acceleration is given by:
2	 2
Fw , V (,)	 _	 +	 (""1 )	 + ( 'V2
`Vwl
	 \ Vwl
and the corresponding phase angle is:
tan_ 1 / 	 V w1 1	 F-57)W, v -
	
1 w l / Vwl
To determine the frequency response function of wind velocity to
engine giinbal angle, substitute equation (4-11) into equation 14-5):
= ac,	 i 1 + PM ) ^ 9+ al	 + aoQk(x) w i ao Pk( ) (	 w- z / V- ) (4-58)
Substituting equations (4-31),	 (4-32),	 (4-33),	 and (4-35) yields:
6 T =	 ao	 1 + PO N ) } T + al	 ;T+aoQk(x) wT+ao Pk(x) (Vwo- z)/V, (4-59)
1 =	 ao
(ll
1 t POR) 1
1
-w - a^	 ^ + ao Q0 0 u v 1 + ao Pk( x ) / V„V-wl ( 4 -60)V6w l
^ 2 -	 ao
I






p =	 8.1. + 6 1 sin wt + 62 cos wt	 (4-62)
The functions ^L 1 / Vwl, 'A 2 / V%&'1 , v l / V wl, and w2 / Vw l are deter-
mined from equations (4-46), (4-47), (4-54), and (4-55). The absolute




and its corresponding phase angle is:
a g v = t.n - 1 (	 2 / 
VW1 
/	 (4- 041	 wl
A numerical analysis \vas made of equations derived in this
section. This analysis and a listing of the computer program made
from the numerical analysis is given in tppezidix F. Sample inputs
and outputs are also included in this appendix.
Saturn V dynamic calculations were made in the low frequency
range at maximum dynamic pressure. These calculations were made using
only rigid body aerodynamic data and they were also made using this data
and the incremental data caused by bending. This flexible body data was
obtained from the First Order Method for Flexible Bodies. The absolute
value of the wind velocity- to yaw •
 ankle frequency response function at
= 0, 1 F.'V (0) {, obtained from rigid body data was 3, 71x10 -4
 rad sec/
ft. using the data from the FirSi Order Method for Flexible Bodies
yields j F .* 'v(0)  1 = 7. 18x10- 4 rad sec/ft. This is an increase of 17. 80'x.
The absolute values of those frequency response functions at - 0. 2
rad/sec is essentially unchanged. However, the phase lag for the rigid
body aerodynamic case is 0. 55 rad; and, fur the fle-\iblr ijudy aerudynan,ic
case, it is 0. b2 rad.
The rigid body aerodynamic data yields 3. 20 sec for the absolute
value of wind velocity to normal vehicle acceleration frequency response
function, i F`^, v (0)1 , at w = 0. Including the flexible body data yields
Ftv, v (0)I = 3. 63 sec. This is an increase of 0. 13%. These absolute
values are virtually unchanged at w= 0.2 rad/sec. The rigid body data
yields a phase lag at this frequency of 0. 27 rad. The flexible body aero-
dynamic data results in a corresponding phase lag of 0. 34 rad.
An absolute value of the frequency response function of wind
velocity to engine gimbal angle at w = 0, j F . 'v (0;1,of 4. 91x10 -4
 rad sec/ft
was computed using rigid body aerodynamic data. A corresponding value
of 6.42x10 4 w•as obtained when data from the First Order Method for
Flexible Bodies is included. Including flexible body data increases the
absolute value of the frequency response function by 30. 8%. At - = 0. 20
rad/sec, the phase lag for the rigid body aerodynamic case is 0. 30 rad.
The flexible body aerodynamic data yields a phase lag of 0. 36 rad.
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Saturn V dynamic calculations were also made using flexible
body data obtained by multiplying the local rigid body normal force
derivatives by the local angle -of -attack. In the frequency range c:un-
sidered, the Saturn V frequency response functions that were obtained
i	 were very similar to those computed using the data from First Order
Method for Flexible Bodies. This is because of the similarity of the
pitching moment about the center of gravity obtained from the two
methods. As stated previously, this similarity of the pitching moment






V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following conclusions were reached as the result of this study:
•	 The equation of the disturbance velocity potential has been
formulated in flexible body- coordinates (see equation (2-33))
and is in the same mathematical form as in cylindrical
coordinates.
•	 As a result of this similarity in form, the First Order \,lethod
{	 described by Ferri and Van Dyke has been extended to deter-
mine the aerodynamic characteristics of flexible Lodies.
•	 The First Order Method for Flexible Bodies developed in
this study is shown in appendix C to be compatible with
Dahm's Slender Body Method for flexible bodies.
The First Order Method for Flexible Bodies yields results
that are significantly different from those obtained using rigid
body data modified to account for variations in local angle-of-
attack. This is shown in figure (2-5) and by comparing figure
(2-11) with (2-9) and by comparing figure (2-10) with figure
(2-12).
The characteristics of flexible bodies are linear in terms of
the rigid body angle-of-attack and the normal acceleration of
a vehicle. This is shown in equations (3-7), (3-39), (3-40),
(3-41), (3-43), (3-44), (3-51), and (3-52).
The flexible body aerodynamic forces significantly affect the
performance of a vehicle. Static considerations indicate the
pitching moment about the center of gravity is increased snore
than 16% for the Saturn V vehicle at the maximum dynamic
pressure. A dynamic analysis indicates that the Saturn V
flexible body aerodynamic forces can increase the engine
gimbal angie by 30°'x.
Flexible body calculations were made using the First Order
Method for Flexible Bodies and also using rigid body data




These two methods gave different results for the local
normal force distribution. However, th, ­, diff(•	 k ,
occurred in relation to the Saturn V center of gravity,
at tune t = 79 sec, such that similar pitching moments
are computed by both methods. This similarity in pitch-
ing moment resulted in similar vehicle dynamic response
calculations. This is considered to be a fortunatu e oiii( idt-!,<
in the case of the Saturn V vehicle.
The following recommendations are based on the results of
this study:
Win ,] tunnel tests should be conducted on bent models of
simple geometry. These models would consist of com-
binations of ogives, cones, cone frustums, and cylinders.
• The First Order Method for Flexible Bodies should be
applied to the flexible bodies currently being studied in
wind tunnel tests by Aero-Astrodynamic Laboratory of
MSFC.
•	 A noniterative computing scheme should be devised for
computing the aeroelastic response of a flexible vehicle.
•	 The First Order Method for Flexible Bodies should be extended
to the Hybrid Method for flexible bodies.
The First Order Method for Flexible Bodies is prcbah!y v. ii=-?
for non-uniform cross flow. This should be investigated.
Extensions should be made if necessary.
•	 The methods of this study should bc, integrated ii.to a more
exact dynamic simulation.
•	 The methods of analyzing separated flows developed by Korst
should be included in the flexible body aerodynamic analysis.
•	 The First Order Method for Flexible Bodies should be ex-
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^a (x. r) =
	 J	 f (x
cosh - I
equation (2-42) is a solution of equation (2-33) is
appendix. Consider equation (2-42):
Ur cosh z) d z	 (2-42)
x
r





^+x	 J	 f^(x-	 r cosh z) d  - f (0)	 (2-43)
cosh -1 x	
r	 (xr
 l 2 - 1Br	 \	 /
	
For pointed bodies, the source strength, f,' is zero at x -
	 r cosh z = 0.
Thus the last term in equation (2-41) is zero. Taking the second derivative
yields:
0
3 2 ^ a
	 f 
	
X4 	 f (x - B r cosh z) d z - f (0) 	 (A- 1)
cosh-1	 x
	tar	 1r	 ( ar) y-1
Taking the derivatives of equation (2-41) with respect to r yields:
0
Ca
	3r	 = - B	 f^ (x - 3 r cosh z) cosh z d z + f (0) r 	(2-44)
	
cosh -1 =	 2
	i r 	
r	 `	 /	 -i
f
0 	 2
a 2 ^a	 2
	
f // (x -	 r cosh z) cosh2 z d z - f / (0)g ( r )	 (A-2)
	
cosh-1 	 2
6r	 r	 (7xr) - 1
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Taking the derivatives of equation (2-42) with respect to e yields:
aka	




Substituting equations (A-1), (2-44), (A-2), and (A-4) into equation
(2-33) yields:
0	 0
//	 2	 f ''	 2
- ^ 2	 f (x -	 r cosh z) d z,+ u
	 J f (x- Gr cosh z) cosh z d z
cosh -1 x	 cosh-1 x
r	 B r





f / (x - B r cosh z) cosh z d z = + f (0) i




r	 xBr	 - 1
0	 0






f^ (0) J 1;) 2 -1	 (A-6)
i




f	 f / (0)	 (r1 2 _ 1	 S f / (0)	 (^^ \ 2 _ 1	 (A-8)
r	 `	 J	 `	 J
which proves that equation (2-42) is a solution of equation '(2-33).
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APPENDIX B
The fact that equation (2-61) is a solution of equation (2-33) is
demonstrated in this appendix. Consider equation (2-61):
f 0
0 e (x, r, u) _- cos 0 P	 J m (x - i r cosh z) cosh z d z	 (2-61)
cosh -1 x7
-where m (0) = 0 for a closed pointed body. The function m (x - Q r cosh z)
must be chosen to fit the boundary conditions of the body. Consider the
derivative of equation (2-61) with respect to x:
f 0
a 'X	 = - cos d u J m" (x - Gr cosh z) cosh z d z + M(O
cosh-1 x
cos - 1.	 r ( 2 -62)
^-^ 1 2 - 1
The last term is zero since m(0) = 0. Taking the second derivative with






- - cos e R
	
m (x - u r cosh z) cosh z d z + mr 0) co s ' ^^.) (B_ 1)
	
1 x	 12-1cosh -	 b J
	
sr	 r
Taking the cross derivative with respect to x and r yields: 	 (B-2)
^
















m" (x - r cosh z) cosh 2










2 c	 3 f
--T = - cos tl =	 m (x - r cosh z) cosh z d  + n1 (0)
cosh-1
cos	 \ r) 
3
	/ 	 (B-3)
J	 ^' 1 2 - 1
.r/
And the second derivative x pith respect to	 is:
0
	
2 :C	 _+ cos 8 a
	 I m (x - r cosh z) cosh z d z
	 (B-4)
-cosh-1 7r
Substituting equations (B-1). (2-63), (B-3), and (B--l) into equation (2-33)
yields:
0
- cos - 3
	
	












12? 0)	 Cos	 2/-_






[., m "' (x - 3 r cosh z) cosh z sinh 2 z-	 m' (x -




(cosh2 z + sinh2 z)
J




l	 m"(0) cos 	r)(x - r cosh z) cosh z 
J 









 1 [ \ ^ )
sink z
J	
_ m ( U ) cos v i	 r	 r	 (L-46)
0	 `^ ( r) - 1
m (0)	 cos u	 rr	 7-r	








	 cos v ^ 2 ^;^,
r	
r^	 ^r^	 -1 (2-47)
Since m (0) = 0, the second term in equation P-47) is zero. The left side of
the equation is then equal to the right side, which proves that equation (2-37)
is a solution of the equation of the velocity potential, equation (2-33). This
equation is written in bent body coordinates and is valid only for bodies with
small curvature and with small rates of change of curvature.
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APPENDIX C
The extension of the First Order Method developed for f1cxibh-
bodies will red-jec to Dahm's result ( reference 3) whin the slender burly
restrictions are applied. This result is demonstrated in this appendix.
The pressure coefficient in the slender body theory is:
c(a4 1
`` 'v	 I
C= - 2 V,-, x R
	
( C -1p	 1
Thus, only the partial derivative of the cross flow disturbance potential
with respect to x need be considered. In slender body theory for bent
bodies, this derivative is given by:
(	 c	 _	 cos	 V1. 	 sin	 )\ ^x )R	 R	 dx (C - L)
The expression for the derivative in the First Order Method will
be shuwri to reduce to this expression , , hen the slender body restrictions are
applied. "these restrictions require that	 r r and ( dr	 are negligibie in
ti.	 dx
i	 rr





ap c	 - - cos 6 u L.^
	
bi Yn , i	 (1-77)
x n i=L
2
Yn, i = JJJ 	 _ / q n, 1- 1 - 1	
(2-5G)
The slender body restrictions yield:
X i - xi - 1Y	 = -	 (C-3)n, i
	 U rr








 b i (xl-xi
-1x n	 rn	 i 2
Now consider equati o n (2-80):
n
2(V sin 1)n -	 v bi	 `--/
	
Y n i + S (Xn , i	 n, i
i=2	 dx n
cl r
From the slender body restricti ons (Ir 1, is negligible and Xn i	 Z n, i
Thus equation (2-80) can be written:
n
(V^ sin . n 	- 1/2 
.,2 









Zn i =	 w n i	 n, i -1	 n, i- I	 1
Applying the slender body restricti ons yields:
Zn, :
	 \	 rn J	 r n	 I
substituting this expression into equation (C-3) yiclus:
	
 	 _




n + 1	 j -8)
L 
- (x	 }
rn-+I ( V. sinu)n+ 1	 I/2	 bi	 (xn+l - "i)	 n+1" xi-1 ) 'i = 2
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Subtracting equation (C-8) from equation (C-7):
r ,+ I ( V, sin x)n + 1 - r2 (V, sina ) n = + 1/2 bn + 1 (x r + 1' x ,, )211
- 1/2 L bi (x n + 1 - x i ) Z - (ti n + 1 - xi - 1)Z + 1 /2 L b i	 (xn - ` i ) Z (C
- 9)i-2	 1	 i=2
- (xn - x i - 1)2
r Z	 (V^ sira)	 - r 2 (V. sin a) _ + 1 /2 b. 	 (s	 - x )Zn +1	 n+1	 n	 n	 .i+1	 n+1	 n	 (C-10)
11
+	 bi (x n + 1 - x n ) (x i - x i - 1)
i=2
Dividing by (xn + 1 ' xn)
(C-11)
rn + 1 (V^ sin ^j n 1 1 - r 11 Z (V- sina )n	 n1 /2 bn (xn+ 1 - xn) + L bi ( xi - x i - 1)
x n + 1 - xn	 i=2
Since 1 /Z b l1 ( x n+ 1 - x n) is small compared with the sum, equation (C- 11)
can be substituted into equation (C-4) to yield:
c 1	 = cos'-`	 ! r  + 12 (V. sin )L) n + 1 - r nZ (W sinc.)n	 (C-12j
`a x n	 lrn	 xn + 1 - xn
which is equivalent to equation (C-2). Thus, applying the slender body
restrictions to the First Order Method reduces it to the Slender Body
Method for flexible bullies.
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APPENDIX D
This appendix contains the material used to compute the aero-
dynamic characteristics of a bent body as derived in section II.
f	 Specifically, it contains a definition of the key terms and the significant
equations of the numerical analysis. It also contains a flow diagram
4	
of the analysis and a listing of the computer program. Sample input and
t output data are included. This computer program determines the following
aerodynamic parameters of a bent axially symmetric body in the supersonic:
regime:
• The pressure coefficients around the body at each station
• Local normal force per foot
• Total normal force forward of a given body station
• Total body normal force
• Total forebody axial force
• Total body pitching moment
• Body center of pressure
The following parameters must be input to the program:
• Body velocity
• Specific heat ratio
• Dynamic pressure
• Body length
• Distance of the center of gravity from the body base
e Mach number
• Body geometry and local angle-of-attack at various body
stations
The computation sequence used in this program requires that the
last two body statioi = be identical; that is, X(NB) = X(NB-1), R(NB)







11 Axial velocity component (±t/sec)
W Radial velocity component (ft/sec)
CP Pressure coefficient
QNFP Local normal force per foot (lb	 /ft)
QNPSI Local normal force per foot caused by area change
from slender body theory (lb
	 /ft)
QNPS2 Local normal force per foot caused by bending from
slender body theory (lb	 /ft)
QNPS Local normal force per foot from slender body theory
(lb
	 /ft)
QNF Total normal force forward of station N (lb )
QMF Total pitching moment about the center of gravity
(ft/lb	 )
QNS Total normal force forward of station N from slender
body theory (lb )
QMS Total pitching moment about the center of gravity from
slender body theory (ft/lb	 )
V Free stream velocity (ft/sec)
GAM Specific heat ratio
Q Dynamic pressure (lb	 /ft2)
QL Vehicle length (ft)
QLCG Distance between body center of gravity and base (ft)
QM Free stream Mach number
X Distance of body station from body nose (ft)
R Radius of body at body station (ft)
ALP Local angle-of-attack at body station (ft)
QLCP Distance between center of pressure and base (ft)
QLCS Distance between center of pressure and base from




1.	 BET -/QM2 - 1
X(N}
Z,	 ZNIM =	 BET [R (N.)]
3. ZSIM = ZNIM2 - 1
4. ZNI - X(N) - tX(I) - BET (R(I)]JBET [R(N)]
5. ZSI =vziqi` - 1
6. XB(I) = ZNIM(ZSIM) - ZNI (ZSI) + 1n(2NIM + ZSIM) - ln(ZNI + ZSI)
7. YB (I) = ZSIM - ZSI
8. ZB(I) = ZNI^4	 IYB(I) I	 -	 1/2 XB(i)
9. SBX = SBX -	 B(I) XB(I)XB(N)
2V CALP(N)]10. B(N) =SBX + BET	 XB(N)
11. SBY = SBY + BET	 I B (I) I	 I Y B (I)]




13. U = V +
r
SBY	 Cos[ 77(0. 021 - 0. 0l )]
1 .1. W =	 SBZ - V[ALP(N)]	 sin [ m0. 021 - 0. 01)]
GAM
15. CP(J) 2	 1 +	 GAM - 1	 QM2	 1 - U2 + W 2	GAM - 1	 12—GAM(QM) Z
16. QNFP = QNFP - 0.047T(Q) I R (N)lCP(J)	 COS[Tr(0.02J + 0.01)]J
17. QNPS1 = 47T(Q) ALP(N) R(N)	 1' (N+1) - R(N -1) 1X(N+1) - X(N- 1) J
18. QNPS2 ALP(N+ 1) - ALP(N- 1) l= 2	 (Q) R (N)2 X(N+l) - X(N- 1)
	 J
19. QNPS = QNPS 1 + QNPS2
20. QNF = QNF + 112 QNFP [X(N+ 1) - X(N- 1)]
21. QMF = QMF - 1/2 QNFP [X(N) - QL + QLCG][X(N+1) - X(N-1)]
22. QNS = QNS + 112 QNPS I X(N+I) - X(N-1)]
23. QMS = QMS - 1/2 QNPS [X(N) - QL + QLCG] I X(N+1) - X(N- 1)]
QMF24. QLCP = QLCG + QNF








QM F = 0





= 0,	 CN(1) = 0,	 A(1) = 0
JBET = QM 1
NBM = NB-1
GA = GAM/(GAM - 1. 0)
DO 100 N=2, NBM
DRDX - {R(N) - R(N-1)) /{X(IN) - X(N-1);
PNIM = X (N) / { BET R(N))
PN(1) = PNIM
PSIM = PNIM -1
DO 10 I=2, N
PN(I) _ [X (N) - {X(i) - BET R(I))J /(BET R(N)}
PSI -	 PN(I) -1
XBN(I) = In {PN(I) + PSI; - In { PNIM + PSIM)
1 BN(I) = PSI - PSIM
ZBM(I) = PN(I) x PSI - PNIM x PSIM
PNIM = PN(I)
i	 0 I'Siivi = PSI
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SB = 0. 0
NM=N-1
DOZO I = 2, NM
SA = SA + A(I) (BET x YBN(I) + DRDX x XBN(I))
20SB = SB + B(I) IZDRDX x YBN(I) + BET( XBN(I) + ZBN(I)))
A(N) _ - {DRDX x V + SA) / {BET x YBN(N) + DRDX x XBN(N))
B(N) _ - {2V x ALP(N) + BET x SB) / [ ZBET x DRDX x YBN(N)
+ BET Z {XBN(N) + ZBN(N)) ]
DO 30 I = 2, N
30 CN(I) = CN(I- 1) + {B(I) - B(I- 1)) PN(I- 1)
i
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G1	 1/41 tR(N +1) + R(N)) 2- (R (N) + R(N-1)) 21 Q
G2 = - 2QR(N)
SCP = 0
SCPC = 0
DO 60 J=1, 50
SCP = SCP + 0. 02 x n CP(J)
60 SCPC - SCPC + 0. 02 T - CP(J) cus [T- (0. 02 J - 0. 01) )
AN=G1xSCP
QNFP = G2 x SCPC
QNPS 1 = 47T Q ALP(N) R (N) DRDX
QNPS2 = 2 1T Q R(N)2
 [( ALP(N+ 1) - ALP(N- 1)) /( X(N+1) - X(N- I))]
QNPS = QNPS 1 + QNPS2
QAF=QAF+AN
QNF = QNF + 1/2' QNFP (X(N+1) - X(N- 1 ):
QMF = QMF - 1/2 QNFP (X(N) - QL + QLCG) x iX(N+1) - X(N-1))
QNS = QNS + 112 QNPS; X(N+1) - X(N-1))
100 QMS = QMS - 1/2 QNPS [X(N) - QL + QLCG} x { X(N+1) - X(N-1)
QLCP = QLCG + QMF/QNF
QLCS = QLCG + QMS/QNS
PR INT
N, A(N), B(N), QNFP, QNPS1, QNPS2, QNPS, CP(J) for each N
QLCP, QLCS,
	 QMF, QNS, QMS, QAF for N = NB
each N	 QNF, X(N), R(N), ALP(N)
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PREPARATION OF DATA
The GE-415 FORTRAN Routine 4831-1108 has the capability of
making a series of consecutive runs. The input for this routine consists




The first card presented for each production run must be the
Production Control Card, which specifies in column 10 the number of
runs contained within the production run.
Title Card
The title card is a card which lets the user identify the runs. The
computer will print whatever is punched on this card. The title card must
be present in every run even if it is blank.
Data Cards
There are two input data cards. Card 1 contains NB, the number
of cards contained in the data table, and IPRT, a print option. Card 2
contains V, GAM, Q, QL, QLCG, and QM. The definitions of the above
symbols are given in the section on definition of symbols.
Data Table
A data table must be presented for each run in a production run.
The number of cards in the data table is equal to NB which is listed on the
first data card of each run. The values given are X, R, and ALP. The
definitions of the values contained in the data table are given in the section
on definition of symbols.
Data Presentatiun
The form of the data to be presented for Computer Routine 4831-1108






Title Card	 Format (80H)
First Data Card	 Format (8I10)
NB
IPRT











All of the above data must be presented for the first of a series
of consecutive runs. For each subsequent run, omit the Production Control
Card.
The deck for a production run is prepared by simply stacking the
runs consecutively with the table being the last card of a run and the title
card as the first card of the next run.
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Molnar--- cmw .13r" 
FORTRAN 1'11 1UGRAM LISTING






C	 PROrRAm NUhRFR - 4H41 -110 N
C	 PROr,RAv NAME - I p CAI AkGLF• - nF - ATTACK AFNnnvNA M Ir	 PWMIPAM
nI N ►-"j r,ION X(>`?0).R ( ,50),ALP(2-^0),W(25n),XH( ?5N'1 1-VP ? -)h	 Z 	 e,	 )




PP I" T <1H
IPUaS =0
RF-Ar ynn,NRIJNS
P P I 1, T 1n4,NWtiNS




^-	 1 W L) S =	 I W('NC . 1
PRINT hn(1
WF-A(1
 111:PP 1 , 'T 1 111
11l1 FOR M AT (80H
PP I ^ T 1,n2
R - Ar Lngn, NIA , 1PWT
t^	 PGINT 1n1.NH,IPWT
{ 	 1n1 F- nP-AT (1 n X,4 H N a 	T5,1nX,4w1PRT.15)
RFAn '11 ,\1. GAM,n-OL.01-Cr,,OM
P Q I K, T 10 .V, GAM ,0, f)I ,nLCG.CM
1 1 2 VOR M AT (1 r1x,04V	 ,^16.A.5x.4NGeM ,c1^,a,5k.aF+ra
	
,F1h.R/
_	 1	 Inx.4HQI.,Flb .A.5x,4POI-Cr.F-1h,H.nk,4HI M	 .d)
11 O ? ^' = 1 . NI H
WFA1
	 '1 01.X(
 il l ).W(ti,),t.LP(i`d1
Pkl ^T 10 j, )f( N ) , W( N),ALP(N)
Inj FOR M AT (10X, 4 H)(	 .^16.R,5X4HP	 ,F-lh.H,7X4F+ALP .F )b.i^)
PR I r'T UP
PR I ^ , T bno
hnn FORMAT (2nx ; sNLnCAL OGLE -O v - n TTACK AFRnUvNAMIr- q P ROGRA M , 4H31-11,
to//1
P 1 =- t . 1 4 1 59?E,5 thONIV	
IMF	 QAF	
-
O N' S 	 OMS - OAS - 0.11
HFT = SOR T( r)Moa,;)-1.rN)
N Q M = NP - 1
GA = SAM/(;AM-1.0)
[)n 10n n, _ ?,NFjM
URI1X = (R(V)-W(N.1)1/(X(N)-X(N-1))
1)	 P'm	 = PNfM
PSIM = SpWT(PNI"^•+?-j.0)
Do 101=2,NP '^'(1) = ( x (N) -(Y(I)-HFT+R(I)))/(9FT^R(N))
!	 PsI = SCRT(PN(i )re ?-j.0)
XPN(I) a ALn(;(PN(1)•PSI)-ALOG(PNlm*'DS1M)
l VWN(1) = PS1-PSIM
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t
ZQN( I) = P NJ( 1 )-PSI- „N1^^«P';1--'
PR, (^' = P N( I )
Piz	 - PS I




1nr1 VPR v A T ( )x, 3HX4	 x•3:;vkN E1h.8
	
H 7 P ,^ 1,,.+^/)
1 ^ CONT 1 ^'uF
S p _ Ca = n.()
N M s ^! - 1
Dn 211 1 = 7,NM
SA = SA..4( I ) k (AF- T•ri N( 1)+I?R! , X r X W N( I) )
S Q = cr.ra(11s(2.0•1)Dx:vHN(1)+RFTn(xHN'(I>+1uNfi)))
1 c' (lP4T .F-n. n) GO TO 20
PPI\T 10(12,SA,SH
1nn7 FnR-AT (SX,3HSA 0-1 ,l .F,5X.3HSA .FlA.H/)
2n CnN T j ^'UF
p (N ►
 _ -(I1.q nXaV+SA	 Tavg^(n')+DPI)YsYHN(N))
^(N)	 (2. n. V.nLP	 )+ HPT« SN)/(''>,0 * OF T«,1R "X-YWN,(N) +QF-T «-%
t -(x a N(N)+7H N1( ri )) )
CN'(I) = C^'(I - 1) +(a(I) -N(1 - 1))«Pv(1 - ^)
IF ( I P R T .EG. n) GC T	 0
Pu1NT 5051)
5n5ti F(1wmAT ( 1nX, 2HCN'
3^ CnNT1N:tj
SAX z SAR = SHY	 S"R = S P T = ^.(1
Dn 40 1 = 2,N
SAX = SGX +A(I)-xyr(T)
SAP = SAR-AFT-a(1)-v9N'(I)
S"x = Sux-:1FT-ucl)-vHN(I)
S Q P = CRR+n,5•RVT««7 «Hf I)«(x9N'(I)+Z"N(I))
S A T = GPT+0.5-4FT**;,-(1.0«C"(1	 I	 k I)+7kN(I))i
IF (IPRT ,EG, n) (.0 TO 4n
	
`	 PQ I "T 1nn3,SAx, SAP ,Cax.SRR,SRI




Dr SO J = t.5n
U = - V+SAx ,4SHX«rn5(P7 « (0.02-J- 	nt))
	
^	 v^ _ SaR.(V-ASP(N) +^-1R)«roscPr-(n.n^-.i-^.^•))
W = (SH7-V* A(.P
	 PI«(n.12	 0.01)1
C P (J) _ (2.n/fG4Me(^"as >))-((1. 0 +((GAM- ln) / >.n)a,Ms^7e
I F (IPRT ,EG, n) G0 Tr 50
PRjNT /11,U,W,VS
	
777 FnR,, AT IInX,.IH11	 ,E 1 6.11,5X,.iHW	 ,PI A , A , 5X,3 N V, .h1r.+/)
5m CON'TIN'UF






 flo J 7 1,)n
SCP = S(' P+ O . n2- p l -('^' (J )
	
^n SCPC= :CPC+O,n	 (' 1 « C P (J	 CrS(PI«cn.JJtii-n.''1)t
	
1	 AN' - r,1 «SCP
tj
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O P )hp 	=	 (;2*SrPr
QkiPC1	 -	 4.0*PI*r*AI. P ( r 	)or7('V)ar'RnX
( ON P Q )	 ::.i	 *PI*7*P	 )eo2u(( A L P (^l+1 ) - ALP(N- I 1 )/f k('U+1)-X (V-i 1) )
0' P q	 _	 r)NPS1 +f)t,-P,; 2
1 pAF	 =	 ^.c.AN
pI'F	 =	 ;`F+11 1 5* r)"iFParxfk i +1) -x(^-	 ))
[ OMF	 =	 ; M F - 0 .5*O ,OFP*fx(N')-rL +01 Cr,	 0( x (r.•.l) - x ('^ -t 1 l
0%S
	
=	 S +n .5*(„,pcorxry +1 )-k(^-'))
Q v S	 =	 IAS - 0.5*0 1 PSa tx(w )- r)L+	 I C(:)x(Y(N+1)-X(N-t) )
( Piz I "•T	 i11C,N
tl 2r^ Fi. R M AT	 (h;x,.S	 f
PPI',T	 2n11.
^n11 FrR u AT	 (11X,2111	 i
PPT • 'T	 ^'n1,CP
NA I, T	 x(12
2n 1 FnPNAT	 f1	 E1.5.5^
f
i
OP 	 T	 Jr2,TI FP,nNPS' , RN,PS2,f)NPS
t= lQ7 F r i:v1	 (:1X.5H0K,FP	 .F 1 h.r'.5X. 1 Hn	 P S 1	 1F.H	 X,SH(,^PC7.("lf .:•.	 'k,`',Fi(J
INPS
P RI'T	 ,OtiF
20?? F 1' K "AT	 (10x,5 H A	 ,&10,.A	 5x,-	 6.'',5x.'HrNC
PP I N T 	 ? ? 21.x(k),R(NI	 At P (	 )
2111 Fr6m AT	 (,Ik,') H X	 ,Ell'I . b,5x.`Hp	 ,F1 h , N , 5X, +HAI_P
t{ IV	 r IPW T 	 .FA.	 n)	 r, r)	 T 	 IOn
L? PPI,T
	 ?nz,gAFI"IgF,')'S,0MS
2rc Pr4%oAT	 ( 11XI`-HQAF	 , F	 6 - 5x,-W ^ 	 P	 , p 1 ,k	 `.'x	kI J'^'S	 .11^.n,`x	 H0
1 nn CON:T I N uFt
Ol C o	 =	 OLCrj+ (()MF/Q% v )
Pu11,T	 iO3,0 A F,nPOF,)`S,QMSt
PPJIT	 ?04,r3LCP,'%CS
?n4 Fnk v AT	 c10x.5HOLCP,EjS.r_,5x,l,HQLr.S
f )o F r k u A 	 (H!'n)
i oa Ff)k"A -	 (1 H , )
5n, FnR M A T 	 (8F10.4)











TNC. K UM4F-'W r)r P i S Tn A E PPO(7FSS r-0 I r,	 1
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L,)r'AL AN(;I_F-(iF-ATTACK AE p nn y %A M iCR P4or,RAM, 43 1-11^
S4T r 1R'j u	 ALPHA 8 r P G	 IM	 I.o^rt
h 4 	 1 P R T 0
v 1 .1F4gnnnoc +n4 (,aM n, 1 4 o r, n rr9llF +n1 'hrp„t,	 1hF.	 •,i
rL '1,34834300]	 +n; OLCr; 1110F+l'3 t)M r'.'2	 0	 1F.	 •1
v n,Onnn rtin. r +nn R n.;lnn'illnrF +nn ALP ,	 ,' 3 . 04	 nF +
x !	 1541 R l,`i4711'rrnf-+fin ALP 11,134-	 1F+	 ;r
v 11.RR31nnj1	 +01 R G.1n^;r1lnr1F + 	 ,1 ALP ,	 .1 514	 ,,nnf	 +rr)
v r1.35nnnGoo;- +nr R -1	 1 0 8.1L . n(rn E+^1 ni -^' r	 .15	 4,'	 ;^+r,t
^r 0.40nonon04 +04. R I.1n83Un(10FF +n1 ALP n,	 <c4r,rt	 r riF•r	 ;
Y n.1200()nnIr +n? R n.IVh4Dnn ►,H +nl 14 1 - iJj4'ir; ,rt^+
V 1.214 A n00;1 t + r )2 r n.1rS3n1111nE+'.1 ALP 3(14r:r,,,rrt	 ►
V n.P167,`)On0L-+n2 R n.? AL.P f'.I694111•.,	 iF	 +	 r
v 0.2243nonn,+n2 R i,17hA0nnnE+nl nl_P [ ,1.ia4r.;, }r)^.	 1
x 1	 233yrrGn',c+ n ^) R 3	 250(10n0nF+oI ALP r, i 3'a4nnnllG•r111
v 3 , 24nnn0 ;n^ +n? R ;) .25Onnon1)F+'1 A; P
Y 0, 29?1101`10: +ri7 k 1 ALP 31y41.it-Ion. +
0	 3015 4 tin pi- +nP R n, 2R 97rjr1n0F+•.1 ALP ,; SU4(	 1nr= +r•Iu
v I , 3393 n o n nc +0? R 0 . 4 4570t, nnF+r1 AL. P r, . 1 3741ir^r	 tj^	 .r;l
>< n, 3b 65 1 tin 0r+0J R n.6411^nnpnE+nt aLP S 9 4 0	 h 1 F+ 11 	,
x 17gnonpnnr+('p k ;,o4l-nnpnF +rnt r.,.P f,	 3 j4or;,,nF+o0
v n,4annnOn7^- +n? R 1.6415uoouE+n1 ALP 0,',59CIC
v I , 4 9 nono0o r +n2 R I	 641 S090PP +I1 ALP (' ,	 394nr,	 iif- +SL)
V 1.53R530o3;:+n? R I	 iS415iirn0F+n1 ALp it,	 1	 1441C,	 .0;z +	 i
Y 1,54nn'1pnn=-+U2 R 1.h438H,1noP+nl ALP 10401	 iF+, rt
x 1,95onnpn()P+1717 R n,66960nnnF+11 AL P
x ^,.57nnnpnlP+n7 R n .6 0 ? 5urfpnF.r1 A L P r	 , ; .39411ri	 }UF+n1j
r 0	 60n0no n j p +r^) R n.73ci5nr,nnE + AI.P r.'3v411U 
Y r'1(-,0P00r+	 t ALP <a4n(„)•,j-+n1)
v n,68nr)nOil 11 +02 R 1.8647nnnnk+r,l ALP ;.13a-1r,j'i-tF+r1,
n.72nn n pnj c +rig R 1.97i9,;nnnE+r)1 ALP ('.'SQ4raifUF+r r.
v 9	 7 6nn O O1O r +n 9 R '1.901 r'nViOE	 11 ALP r ,,	 coanr,n.fF +n,i
v I.8nr}Ono1ij;+n? R n.ln-)41irnnE+n) aLP 15a4LInnriF +nt,
v 9	 A18500nIP+02 R n.1nFUaorjE +, i1 ALP (I	 I S^i4nu c 	 .fit	 +'	 ^,
v O.P3nnnpr;;r+n2 R O.inEx.3nroE4n? A(_P r,1	 <441(1r(F+..
x 1,Q3rinn000p+r,2 k 0.10RJ3:innf-+ri2 ALP 4nr,r01.	 .1:
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APPENDIX E
The computation of the structural flexing of the vehicle is described
here. The necessary equations are derived in section III. Key terms are
defined and the significant equations of the numerical analysis are given.
Also described are the flow diagrams of the numerical analysis and a listing
of the computer programs. Sample input and output data a. e included.
Chis computer program determines the parameters AKBB, BKBB,
PKB, QKB, PK, QK which must be evaluated for the following equations:
dykdxZ = AKBB C r + BKBB w
dx = PKB ar
 + QKB w
yk = PK a r + QK w
The input for this program consists of:
•	 Rigid body normal force distribution
•	 Incremental aerodynamic loading caused by body flexing due to
aerodynamic forces
•	 Incremental aerodynamic loading caused by body flexing due to
normal acceleration
•	 Body mass distribution
•	 Body stiffness distribution
This computer program is based on simple beam theory. It is used in
conjunction with the flexible body aerodynamic program in an iterative proced-





XNPRA	 Derivative of rigid body local normal force distribution (lb/ft rad)
XNPKA	 Derivative of incremental local normal force distribution caused
by bending due to aerodynamic forces (lb/ft rad)
XNPKW	 Derivative of incremental local normal force distribution caused
by bending due to normal acceleration (sec 2 )(lb sec2/ft2)
XJ	 Distance from nose, where the three parameters above are input,
at station J (ft)
XMP	 Body mass distribution (slug /ft)
EI	 Body stiffness (ft?- lb)
XL	 Distance frcm nose, where the two above parameters are input,
at station L (ft)




XNPRAN Value of XNPRA at station XN (lb/ft rad)
XNPKAN Value of XNPKA at station XN (lb/ft rad)
XNPKWN Value of XNPKW at station XN (lb sec2 /ft2)
XMPN	 Value of XMP at station XN (slug /ft)
EIN	 Value of EI at station XN (ft2 lb)
?r 	Ratio of X(N)/X(N-1)
x	 Distance from nose at station N (ft)
AKBB	 Partial derivative of d^tk/dx 2 with respect to ar (1/ft)
BKBB
	 Partial derivative of d k/dx2 with respect to * (sec2/ft2)
GAK	 Integration constant
HAK	 Integration constant (ft)
GBK	 Integration constant (lb/ sec2)
HBK	 Integration constant (1 / sec2)
PKFi	 Partial derivative of dyk/dx with respect to ar
PK	 Partial derivative of yk with respect to a r (ft)
QKB	 Partial derivative of dyk/dx with respect to w (ft/sec2)




DJ = X(N) - XJ (J-1)
Xi(i) - XJ (J-1)
2.
DL = X(N) - XL(L-1)
XL(L) - XJ(L-1)
3. XNPRAN = (1-JJ){XNPRA(J-1)} + llJ{XNPRA(J)}
4. XNPKAN = (1-DJ){XNPKA(J-1)} + DJ{XNPKA(J)}
5. XNPKWN = (1-DJ){XNPKW(J-1)} + DJ{XNPKW(J)}
6. XMPN = (1-llL)(LMP(L-1))+ DLIX^T (L))
7. EIN = (1-DL){EI(L-1)} + llL{EI(L)}
8. EINM = EIN
9. GAK = (XIAXK)(XIMK) - (XIAK)(XIMLK)
XIMLK2 - (XIMK) (XIMLLK)
10. HAK = (XIAK)(XIALLLK) - (XIAXK)(XIMLK)
XIMLK - (XIMK)(XIMLLK)
11. (;,K = (XLBXK)(XIMK) - (XIBK)(XIMLK)
XiMLK2 - (XIS)(XIMLLK)
12. KBK = (XIBK)(XIMLLK) - (XIBXK)(XIMLK)
XIMLK - (X_IMK)(XIMLLK)
13. PKB(N) = AKB(N) + GAK
99
-	 -- -^ — _^.. -	 TAT-•---sib•--^^^----_•^^---_.- ,+i^^- -
	 ^:.^
14. PK(N) = AK(N) + X(N) GAK + HAK
15. QKB(N) = BKB(N) + GBK




XNPRA(J), XNFKA(J), XNPKW(J), XJ(J), J= 1, JB
XMP(L), EI(L), XL(L), L= 1, LB





DO 100 N = 1, NB
X!N) - X(1	 +	 X(N) - X(NB
-,o	 o,^
	
DX - X(N+l) X(1)	 DX _ X(NB) 2 X(N -1)
	
DX = X(N+ 1) 2 X(N - 1)
	
XJ(J) - X(N	 ►^J = J + 1
+,0
	
X (L) X(N	 L= Lt 1
+,0
DJ _ X(N) - XJ(J-1)
Xi(i) - XJ(J-1)





XNPRAN	 (1-DJ) XNPRA(J-1) + DJ XNPRA(.T)
i
	 XNPKAN	 = (1-DJ) XNPKA(J-1) + DJ XNPKA(J)
XNPKWN	 = (1-DJ) XNPKW(J-l) + DJ XNPKW(,T)
XMPN	 = (1-DL) XMP(L-1) + DL XMP(L.)









Al	 = AFKBB(N-1) (EINM % 1=1;1)
A2	 = ASKBB(N-1) -	 (EINNI / FIN)
A3	 = AKB(N-1)
A4 = AK(N- 1)
A5	 = MAK
A6	 = XIAXK
B1	 = BFKBB(N-1) -	 (EINIv1 / EIN)









fAFKBB(N) =	 Al - (X(N) /EIN) (XNPRAN + XNPKAN) DX
ASKBB(N) =	 A2 + (X(N)/EIN) (XNPRAN + XNPKAN) DX
AKBB(N) =	 AFKBB(N) + ASKBB(N)
BFKBB(N) =	 D1 + (X(N)/EIN) (XMPN - XNPKWN) DX
BSKBB(N) =	 B2 - (X(N)/EIN) (XMPN - XNPKWN) DX
BKBB(N) =	 BFKBB(N) + BSKBB(N)
AKB(N) =	 A3 + AKBB(N) = DX
BKB(N) =	 B3 + BKBB(N) = DX
AK(N) =	 A4 + AKB(N)	 DX
BK(N) =	 B4 + BKB(N) - DX
XIAK =	 A5 + XMPN AK(N) DX
XIAXK =	 A6 + XMPN = AK(N) = X(N) = DX
XIBK =	 B5 + XMPN BK(N) DX
XIBXK =	 B6 + XMPN -= BK(N) X(N) = DX
XIMK =	 A7 + XMPN* DX
XIMLK =	 A8 + XMPN * X(N) .,_ DX
XIMLLK =	 A9 + XMPN = X(N) 2 , DX
EINM =	 EIN
PRINT
[ N, X(N), L, J, XNPRAN, XNPKAN, XNPKWN, XMPN, FIN,
AFKBB(N), ASKBB(N), AKBB(N), BFKBB(N), BSKBB(N),
BKBB(N), AKB(N), BKB(N), AK(N), BK(N), XIAK
	 i




GAK	 [ XIAXK - XIMK - XIAK XIMLK J / [XIMLK 2
 - XIMK XIMLLK J
{
HAK = [ XIAK XIMLLK - XIAXK XIMLK ] / [ XIMLK 2 - XIMK
XIMLLK )
GBK = [ XIBXK XIMK - XIBK XIMLK J / [ XIMLK - XIMK XIMLLK






GAK, HAK, GBK, HBK
DO 1000 N = 1, NB
PKB(N)	 = AKB(N) + GAK
PK(N)	 = AK(N) + X(N) GAK + HAK
QKB(N)	 = BKB(N) + GBK
QK(N)	 = BK(N) + X(N) '- GBK + HBK
PRINT





The GE-415 FORTRAN Routine 4831-1109 has the capability of
snaking a series of consecutive runs. The input for this routine consists
of a Production Control Card, Title Card, Control Card, and three data
tables.
Production Control Card
The first card presented for each production run must be the Pro-
duction Control Card, which specifies in column 10 the number of runs
contained within the production run.
Title Card
The title card is a card wi-ich lets the user identify the runs. The
computer will print whatever is punched on this card. The title card must
be present in every run even if it is blank.
Control Card
This card contains the values of JB, LB, and NB which determine
the number of cards in the three data tables. JB = number of cards in data
table 1; LB = number of cards in data table 2; NB = number of cards in
data table 3.
Data Tables
There are three input data tables. Data Table 1 contains XNPRA(J),
XNPKA(J), XNPKW(J), and XJ(J). Data Table 2 contains XMP(L), EI(L),
and XL(L). Data Table 3 contains X(N). The definitions of the above symbols
are given in the section on definition of symbols.
Data Presentation
The form of the data to be presented for Computer Routin, 4831-1109
must be submitted ; shown below:





Title Card	 Format (80H)













Third Data Table	 Format (8E10. 4)
X(N)
All of the above data must be presented for the first of a series of
ccnsecutive runs. For each subsequent run, omit the Production Control
Card.















PPOr,RAM NUM Q ER - 4971-1109
P g nr, RAM NAMF - LOCAI vFHIrLF n EFLF-rTION PPnf;R AM
DIMFNSInN XNPRA( lnn), XNPKA(101),XNPKW(lnn),XJ(lr)rl),XMP(1I)n)
DIMFNSInN x(100),AFKHP(100), ASKr4g (1110),AKHW(1r)n).4FKaH(1:iu)
DIMFNSInN gSKNH(Illr)),HKR1i(1n0),AKN(Inn).HKH(lnn).4K(1fif').t4K(1."U)
DIMFNSInN PK( 1O n ),7 K B( 'no), OK(1^10). C3 K R (1 tin) .YL(1nn),ri(1 1n)
PP I NT 9A
I P U ll' S = 0
RP At) 6)00 , KIRIINS
PRINT 1n4,NRUNS
104 FORMAT ( 1 nX37HT u F N , I M P FR nF RUNS TO RF PRnCF-S g F-n 1 5 , 15 )
PQ I10T 98
I RU k'S = I RUNS + 1
PPIkJ hn0
hn^ FORMAT (21 y 43HL n C A L. VEHICLE D I-FIECTION P RnGPAM, 4K.51-ItOy
REAP 1111
PRIN T 1111
1 11 FORMAT (89H
1	 )
PP I K I T 97
READ SOn,JN,LP,NB
P Q I K'T 101,J?,LR,Nu
1n1 FnW-AT ( 1nX7HJ9 ,I1n.5X7NLPrI1nr^X^HNR,I1(1)
DO 2 J = 1 , JH
RFAr) `,01,XNPRA(J),X"'PKA(J),XNPK'4(J).XJ(J)
7 PRINT ln2, XNPPA (J),YNPKA(J),XNPKW(J),Yj(J)
112 FOR M AT (JIX5HXNPRA,FIN.R.5X5HYNPKA,FJ6.a,5X9HYklPKW.F-1r.H.
1	 5X5HXJ
	 0;16.4)
Un 3 L = 1,LH
READ 50 1,XM P (L).FI(i ),Xi. (L)
3 PRINT 1n3,XMP(L),FI(1.).XL(L)
1^ 7, FOR M AT (l9Y5HX4P	 ,Vj6.9,5X-)HFI
	
,F16.k.`-,X5Hxl	 .F1h.A)
u  4 n = 1,MN
RPAI? ti 01 ,X(N)
4 P P I N.I T 1n5,x(N)
1n5 FORMAT (1nX5HX
PAINT 9A
PRI kI T 6nO
Al = A? _ A3 = A4 = A5 = A6 = B1 = a7 = H3 = N4 = H5 = Bh = 0.0
AJ = Ay = A9 = n.n
J = 2
L = 2
On ion N = 1,N9
IF (X(N)-X(1)
	
;T. n.n) Gn TO 5
DX = (X(N+1)-X(1))/;'.Q
GO TO 7
5 IF (X(N) - X(NP)	 LT. O.n) GO Tn
DX = ()((NR) - X(N-1))/2.n
G 	 TO J
h DX = (X(N+11-X(^I- l)) /2.n




Q IF	 XL (L - X (N) .GF. 0.0) GO TO 11.
L = L + 1
G  TO 9
1 1 DJ = (X(N)-YJ(J-1))/()(.)(J)-XJ(J-1))
Dt = (X(N)-YL(L-1))/(XL(L)-YJ(L-1))
XNP P AN = (1.0- DJ) *XNIPPA(J-1)+nJ*XNPPA(J)




IF (N - 1 .LF. n) G^ Tn b
IF (N - 2 .GT, n) Gn TO 10
XP = (1.0
(,n TU 12
1 1! X P = Y(K') /X(N-1)





A	 A X K
N1 = i^FKHa(^^-1)*(E1^M/FiN)*xR








	 = X I M L L K
H AFKa9(N) = A1-()((N)/E1N)*(XNPRAN+XNPKAN)*nX
ASKNH(N) = A2+(X(N)/EIN)*(X,,'PRAN+XNPKAN)*J)X
AKRR ( N) = AFKHH ( N) +ASKt3R(N)
RFKRR(N) = R1+(X(N)/EIN)*(XMPnt-XNPKWN) *DY
F3SK A H(N) = H2-(X(N)/EIN)*(XMPN-XNPKWN)*nX
R K HR(N) = BFKR?(N)+wS*PR(N)
AKP(N) o A3+AKRP(N)*DX
B K H(N) =93+HKBP(N)*DX
AK('+i) _ A4+AKR(ki)*nv
BK(N) =94+RKQ(N)*Dv
XIAK = A5 +XMPN*AK(N)*hX
X!AXK = A6+XMPN*AK(„)*X(N',*nX
X1HK = P5+XMPn'*PK(N)*P)(
XIH Y K = H6 +XMPN*t3K(*')*X(N) *DX
XIMK = 47+XMPN*nX
XI M LK = A8*YMPN*X(N) *OX
XI M LLK	 A9 +XMPN*X(ki)**2*DX
EIN M = F !N
PRINT in6,N,L,J
.Oh FOR M AT (JIY3HN =,15,10X.3HL =,15,1OX3HJ =,15/)
PANT 1nl,X(N),YNPRAN,XNPKAKl,XNPKWN.XMPNI
ln7 FORMAT t5X6HX
	 ,P16 .8, 5X6HXNPRAN , EIh.8,5X6HYK ' PKAN,EI6.H,
1	 5X6N;!NPKWKl,PJ0. ,,5X6HXMPN 	 ,E16.9)
PR INT 108, EIN,AFKR9(N),ASKBP(N),AKRQ(N),RFKRH(N)
108
109 FOR M AT (5X6HFIN	 ,P16.R,5X6HAFK8P ,EI6.R,5XbHASKHH ,F16.H,
1	 5X6HAK9P	 ,F16.H,5X6HHFKBR ,E16.A)
PRI^,, T 1n9,BSK4R(N),QK4a;N),AKP(N),4KB(N),AK(N)
109 FnR M AT (5X614HSK a B ,P16.A,5X6HRK P R	 ,E16.8,5X6HA Kk	,P 6.r,
1	 5X6HSKH	 ,F16.9,5X6HAK	 .E16.8)
PIP IKIT 110, 8K ( nl),XIAK , XIAXK,)(IHK,XI9)(K
110 FnR M AT (5X6HBK	 ,Vtb.R,5X6HXIAK	 ,E16.8,5x6HXIAXK ,E16,H.
]	 5X6NX1RK	 , P J6. A ,5X6 H )(I R XK ,E16.8)
PRIKiT ]n99,)(IMK,XIMI K,YTMLLK
10 9 4 FnR M AT (5x6HX1 4K , r-16.8,5X6 N X1 M L K ,E16.y,5X6HX1Ml_I.K,Ftb.^//)
ins cnN • I \; OF
GAK = (XIAXK+ XIMK - X1AK*XIMLK )/(XI M LK*** -XIMK*Yt"lI.K)
H A K = (XIAK «XIMLLK- YIAXK*XIMLK)/(XIMLK+B;)- XIMKcXIMLLK)
;RK = (XIHXKnXIMK-XIRK+XIMLk) /(YIMLK*n2- XIMK*Yl"AI_LK)
P4 K	 (XIRK,XIMLLK-YIRXK*XIMLK)i(XIMLK	 XIMK*VIMLLK)
PRINIT 1li,GAK, HAK,GWK,HRK
111 FnR M AT (5X6HGAK	 ,Pj6.A.5X6HHAK	 ,El6.8.5XhHGPK
1	 5X6 HHAK





PRI N T 1121N
^1;) FnRMAT (10OHN
PA I NT 113,PKP(N)oPK(N).QKH(N).GK(N),X(N)
113 FOR M AT (5X6 H PKH	 ,PJ6.8,5X6WPK	 ,Fj6.8,5Y6HOKP
]	 5)(6HOK	 .^:16.P,5X6HY	 ,EI_6.9 //)
100 1  CnNTINUF
PRINT 97
^4 FnR M AT (1Wl)
tin y FnRMAT (8110)
X01 FOR M AT (8F10.4)
97 FnR M AT (//)
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This appendix contains the necessary information to determine
the integrated vehicle dynamics of a flexible vehicle. It contains a
flow diagram of the numerical analysis of the equations derived in
section IV. It a l so contains a listing of the computer program and
sample inputs and outputs.
This computer program determines the absolute values and
phase angles of the following flexible vehicle frequency response
fv.ictions:
•	 Wind velocity to vehicle normal acceleration
•	 Wind velocity to engine gimbal angle
•	 Wind velocity to vehicle yaw angle
The input for this program consists of:
•	 Flexible body aerodynamic terms
•	 Flexible body slope parameters
•	 Mass data
•	 Engine thrust and control parameters
This flexible body control program is based on a baGic control
analysis. It is valid only at frequencies below the control frequency of
the vehicle. However it does include flexible body aerodynamic terms









XNRAN Rigid body normal force derivative, lb /rad
XNKAN Derivative of the incremental normal force caused by
flexing due to the aerodynamic loading, lb /rad
XNKWN Derivative of the incremental normal force caused by
flexing due to the acceleration loading,
	 lb	 sect/ft
XMRAN Rigid body yawing moment derivative, ft lb /rad
XMKAN Derivative of the incremental yawing moment caused by
flexing due to the aerodynamic loading, ft lb /rad
XMKWN Derivative of the incremental yawing moment caused by
flexing due to the acceleration loading, lb /sect
XI Moment of inertia, slug ft2
XL Vehicle length, ft
XCG Distanca from vehicle nose to the center of gravity, ft
F Gimbled thrust, 11)
== V Vehicle velocity, ft/sec
XM Vehicle mass, slug
- == = = AO Control gain
-- Al Control gain,	 sec
PKBXB Flexing parameter at I. U.
= PKBL Flexing parameter at vehicle base
- QKBXB Flexing parameter at I. U. , 	 ft/sect
_ QKBL Flexing parameter at base, ft/sect
-__ - DELW Incremental frec!.uency,	 rad/sec
WB Frequency cutoff, _ad/sec
ABFPV Absolute value of the frequency response function of wind
velocity to yaw angle, rad sec/ft
ABFWV Absolute value of the frequency response function of wind
velocity to vehicle normal acceleration, 	 1 / sec
ABFBV Absolute value of the frequency response function of wind






1.	 S1 = - (XMRAN + XMKAN) + (XL - XCG) F [AO(1 + PKBXB) + PKBLJ
2. S2 = - XMKWN + (XL - XCG) F [AO(QKBXB) + QKBL 1
3. S3 = - (XMRAN + XMKAN) + (XL - XCC) F IAO(PKBXB) + PKBL1
4. T1 = XNRAN + )MAN + F (AO (1 + PKBXB) + PKBLI
5. T2 = )NKWN - XT1 + FI AO (QKBXB) + QKBL 1
6-.	 T3 = XNRAN + XNKAN + F[AO(PKBXB) + PKBL
^[S2(T3)-S3(T2)] [S1(T2)-S2(Tl)-T2(XI)(W2)]
7. PH1V =	 L
[S1(T2)-S2(T1)-T2(XI)W 2] 2
 + Al`F 2 [T2(XL-XCG) - S2] 2
 W2
i	 -I lIS2 (T3)-S3 (T2)} Al(F){T2(XL-XCG)-S2 W ]
8. PH2V =	 L
[S1(T2)-S2(T1)-T2(XI)W 2] 2 + Al2F2[T2(XL-XCG)-S2]2W2
9. ABFPV = + q PH1V 2 + PH2V2





11. W1V = Al (F') (W) 
C 
T,V 1 - T1 I 
PT2 V J - T2 (V) J
12. W2V = - A1(F)(W)
	
PH1V l - T1 r PH2V 1
T2 J	 L T2 JI
119
13. ABFWV = +	 W1V2 + W2V2
14. THWV = TAN-1	
-W2V l
W1V J
15. BET1V = FAO + AO(PKBXB)i PH1V - A1(W)(PH2V) + AO(QKBXB) (W1V)
+ AO(PKBXB)
16. BET2V = [AO + AO(PKBXB)' PH2V + A1(W)(PH1V) + AO(QKBXB)(W2V)
i s_
17. ABFBV = +	 BET1V 2 + BE'12V2
C	
l









XNRAN, XNKAN, XNKWN, XMRAN, XMKAN, XMKWN
XI, XL, XCG, F, V, XM, AO, Al, PKBXB, I-KBL, QKBXB, QKBL,
DELW, WB
PRINT INPUTS
S 1	 = -(XMRAN + XMKAN) + (XL-XCG)'- F (AO(1-FPKBXB) + PKBL)
S2 = -XMKWN +(XL-XCG) F (AO =QKBXB+QKBL)
S3	 = -(XMRAN + XMKAN) + (XL-XCG) F (AO '- PKBXB + r'KBL)
T1 = XNRAN + XNKAN + F* (AO (1 + PKBXB) + PKBL)
T2 = XNKWN-XM+F*(AO-:-QKBXB+QKBL)
T3 = XNRAN +XNKAN F (AO * PKBXB+ PKBL)
w = - DELW
W = W + DELW
PHIV =	 [( I /V)(S2 T3-S3 :: T2)(S1- T2-S2-: : T1-T2*XI--W 2 )] /
[(S1 T2 - S2'-T1 - T2' = XI W 2 ) 2 +Al 2 F2 ': (T2 (XL-XCG)-S2)2'-W2'
PH2V = - [(1/V)(S2-.-T3 - T2)- A1' = F- (T2-,-(XL-XCG) - S2) W ] /




+	 P141V2 + PH2V2
THPV = tan -1 	 -PH2V[ PH1V
W1V	 = A1'°F': -, W PH2V/T2-T1 *PH1V / T2-T3/('IZ*V)
W2V = -A1 = F W > PH1V / T2 - T1 PH2V / T2
ABFWV = + W 1V 2 + W2V2
THWV = tan' 1	 - W2V
wlv
BET1V = [AO+AO° :. PKBXB , -,:-PH1V -A1 , W : PHZV+AO :"QKBXB °W1V
+AO',,PKBXB/V
BET2V = (AO+AO :`PKBXB) , :-, FH2V+A1-:°W : PH1V+AO::tQKBXB,-:-W2V
ABFBV =	 BFT1V2 + BETZV2
THBV = tan-1 I "BET2V 1BFTIV J
122
--	 — PREPARATION OF DATA
The GE 415 FORTRAN Routine 4831 -1110  has the capability of
making a series of consecutive runs. The input for this routine con-
sists of a Production_ Control Card. Title Card, and fuur data cards.
Production Control Card
The first card presented for each production run must be the
Production Control Card, which specifies in column 10 the number of
runs contained within the production run.
Title Card
The title card is a card which lets the user identify the runs.
The computer will print whatever is punched on this card. The title
card must be present in every run even if it is blank.
Data Cards
There are four input data cards. Card 1 contains XNKAN, XNKAN,
XNKWN, XMRAN, and XMKAN. Card 2 contains XMKWN, XI, XL, XCG,
and F. Card 3 contains V, XM, AO, Al, and PKBXB. Card 4 contains
PKBL, QKBXB, QKBL, DELW, and WB. The definitions of the above
symbols are given in the section on definition of symbols.
Data Presentation
The form of the data to be presented for Computer Routine 4831-



















Format (8E 10. 4)




















All of the above data must be presented for the first of a series
of consecutive runs. For each subsequent run, omit the Production
Control Card.











PROnRa u NUMRFP - 49.11-111n
POGRa4 NAME - T NTef RATPE O-WICI E n y NAMICS PRPGPAM
PP j kIT a9
I P u k, S = 0
REAP Fln,NRt1NS
PPIkT I04,NPUNS
F,nRNAT ( 13X 3 %LATHE N'-MP^-P
PRIk'T a?
I p uk S = 1 RUNS + 1
PPINT .,nn
:nRMAT (20X46WIkITFGGATFI)
RFAP 1 11 1
PPIN I T 1111
W OR M AT (anW
()F RUNS TO HP PR^C F SSc.0 I S . I ` )
VE w l f'L P FVNAMI^S PROCPA V , 4M <1 -111T1l)
P PjkT C;7
REAP •-'I , XNRAN, XNKAk , XNKWN,XMRA^!, XMKAN•
PP T N-T 131,XNRANJ,XNK1N,XVKWN.X-RAN.X-KAN
?nl FnRMA T (lOX5HXNPA'V.^ih.9,5X^Nx\KAN,F1^.•+.^XSkXVKWN,F;_
1	 1^x5HXMPAN,F1(,.A.5X5WXMKA ►V.F1n,iy)
RFL^ ^" ,XMKWN,YI,XI ,XC^,f
PPjkT 13%,XMKWN,XI,VL,XCG,F
;- OR"AT (19X5HXMKWN, F I6.H.`:X`'HXI	 ,G1 o n	 X5WX!
5X5 N xCG	 . P 16	 5X`HP,
`	 -	 RFAP ir!l,V,XM,A^,A1,PKRXH
PPi „ T 1n3.V,XH.40,AI,PKPXP
a nt F I PMAT (!^XS N V	 .C'16.A,5X`^NXM	 ,F1`,.8.`'XSWAn
1	 :^X5HA1	 ,P16.8,5X`^WPK4X--4,Fi6.A)
RFAP n0l-PKRL.QK8XB.OKHL.PEIW,W4
PPj k T 1n5-PKHL,nK9X2,0KPL,DFLw,w9
In	 :nR M AT (1nX5HPK z L ,F16.8,5X)W T,K -^XH, F ; 1,, A 	 E1F.h.
5x5 N nFi_W ,;-16.815X`-HW8	 .F1^.i~)
PP ► k, T ';)P
pp j k,T 6r.0
S'_= -(XMRAN+XMKAN)+(XL-XCG)*F:(A^+(1.(T+PK•4YP)+PKPL)
SP _ -X”"KWN +(XL-XC(i)*F*(An*CKPXP+nKQL)
S3 = - (XMRAN+X M KAN) * (YI -XCG) *C* ( AO*PKPXG+PKPL )
T 1	 XNRAN+XNKAN+P*(An *(1.0 +PKBX9)+PKPL)
T7 = YNoI WN-XM+P*(A9*0KPXH+QK9L)
T z = XNRAN+XNKANl+F*(A0*PKRXF+PK4L)
t	 w = -PELW
W = W+iiFLW
PHIV = ((1.0/V)*(S7*T3-S,S+T % ) a (S1*T^-S> aT ^ - Ti t XI Ws+l))i
s
1(lS1: T^- S?aT)-* ^oXI*W* a7)**+ Alsi* ^aa)+(T*(XL- x('c;) - S,)a*aWo^;)
PW7V =-((1.D/V)*(S^+T3-c.i* T7)np+aFa(T^a(XL-XCG)-S%)*'+^)/
1((S1 *Ti - S7aT1 - TJ* XjeW 	 Tia(XI_	 S%)a*i*W*+ )
AQFPV = SORT(PW1V **^+PH7V**%)
TWPk l = ATAN(-PWiV/Pw1V)
W I V = AIzF*W*PW7V/TP-T1*PW1V/T2-T.(/(T>*V)
W7V = -Al*F*W*PwlV/T7-T'*PW>V/T;)
ARI V  = SlRT(W1.V**2 +W2vu*J)
125
t
TwwV = AT AN( -W2 V /W1` )
4F-T'_ V = ( A r1+An*PKQX r,' ) + PHI V- A1;:We PH2 V+A.j*QKll)(W*W1ll.A(,*PKaX^i /l^
HFT PV = (A'1+40*PKRXI:)*PH)V+A1=W*PHIV+A11sQKi,XUew2V
APFFV = SORT (RFT1Vry2+HFT2V,'*^))
TWRV = ATAN(-HET2V /QET1V)
PRIn , T 106, w, PHI V, P ►;%V,A ; F PV.TWPV
1 n A FORMAT (1)X5HW	 ,F16.P.5X'-HPH'V ,F1F,H, 9^XtiHP-0V .F1	 ,±.
5X5HAPVPV,^16.H,5X5WTH P V ,Fih.9)
PRI^ , T 1n7,ANFWV.TNWu,APFtiV,TW14V
lnl cnPmAT (l0X5HAH F WV, F I6.A.5X5N THWV ,Fl6.Fp5X5HAPFi,V,Fih.;;.
1	 5X5HTNRV .G16.A)
PR I &,'T Q7
I F (w 0 - w .GE. 0.0) r,0 TO
PRINT 1)0r.S1,S2.S3
PRINT 4n1,Tl,T2,T3
ann FOR M AT (inX5 H S1	 .F16-A,5X5Ng2	 ,F15.A,5X'^HSi	 .LIN.^i/)
and FOR M AT (IIX5H T l	 ,PJ6.A.5XFHT2	 ,F1P.N,5X`,)HT t	 ,F-
IF ( IRUNS - NRLI^'S)	 .9Q.yQ
Q0 FOR M AI (1N1)
z;nm FORMAT (8110)
5n' VPR U A T (NE10.4)
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